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2nd Wanniassa guides Kristy Fitt and Caren Richards 
constructing a mud oven at Brindabella Region camp, ACT. 

Joan and Helen go international. Ross '92 — Tasmania. 

GUIDING AROUN8i9ustralia  ( 

Brownies from the recently formed 2A Muswellbrook, NSW, 
enjoyed learning about hair care from local hairdresser Vicki. 

Shirley Suriano and Ashley Corey of Koondoola at Princess 
Margaret Hospital. Photo: M. Cole. 

A popular activity at the Great Guide Walkabout held in Victoria. 
Photo: R. Spratling. 



COVER PHOTO 
Natalie Aroyan and Sarah Dunworth of 
1st Longueville Guides, NSW, having 
enjoyed completing the first half of the 
Earthkeepers program, are happy to be 
allowed to unlock the K and E boxes to 
discover the secrets therein. They cannot 
unlock the Y and S boxes until they have 
worked in the community. See story on 
page 13. 

Photo: E Skillington, NSW 
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NATIONAL 
Acting Chief Commissioner's Letter 

Our ninth Chief Commissioner for Australia, Janette 
Lockhart Gibson, will begin her term of office on 1 Sep-
tember 1992. 

Janette started guiding as an assistant guide leader 
in 1973, and her interests in education and her man-
agement skills soon took her on to state and Australian 
committees. She served as state international adviser, 
as a delegate to the Australian Association Assembly in 
1981 and to the World Conference in New York in 
1984. 

A warm, friendly person, Janette is keen to help 
young people develop their own special qualities, the 
better to cope with the challenges of everyday life. 

Janette is married to Brian, an ophthalmologist, and 
has three daughters, one son and one grandson. I am 
sure that you will all join me in wishing her an enjoyable 
and rewarding time in her new role. 

It was wonderful to see so many of our guiding col-
leagues recognised in the Queen's Birthday Honours 
List. 

One of those with whom I work closely is Barbara 
Horsfield, who was awarded the Medal of the Order of 
Australia for services to guiding. Since 1985, Barbara 
has been a most efficient and dedicated national 
executive officer of the Association. Congratulations, 
Barbara! 

This is my last letter to you as Acting Chief Com-
missioner. The circumstances under which I inherited 
the position were indeed sad, but the encouragement 
that I received from Ann Millhouse, and the help so 
freely given by many guiding colleagues has made 
these last months very rewarding. 

Thank you all for your friendship and support. 

Helen Christian 

News from Australian 
Executive 

The Australian executive held its 
first meeting at the new Australian 
headquarters on 11-15 May 1992. 
Mrs Sylvia Le Marquand, the new 
Australian training adviser 
attended her first Australian 
executive meeting. Some of the 
decisions made at that meeting 
were: 

Appointments 
Chief Commissioner for Australia: 
Mrs Janette Lockhart Gibson AM 
(Qld) from 1 September 1992. 
Acting Chief Commissioner for 
Australia: Mrs Helen Christian's 
term was extended until 31 August 
1992. 

Member of Australian Procedures 
Committee: Mrs Mary Cabrera 
(NSW) from 13 May 1992. 
Assistant Post Box Secretary: Mrs 
Diana Wheeler (NSW) from 13 May 
1992. 
Members of Australian Publi-
cations Committee: Ms Andrea 
Smith (NSW) and Mrs Ann 
McLachlan (NSW). 

Nominations 
Nominations are requested for 

the following Australian positions 
for election at the October 1992 
Australian executive meeting: 

Australian Trefoil Guild Adviser 
Australian Treasurer  

Two members of the Australian 
Procedures Committee 
Australian Outreach Consultant 
Further information about these 

positions is available from your 
state headquarters. 

Awards 
Congratulations were extended 

to the following members who 
were included in the 1992 Australia 
Day Honours List: 

Mrs Nancy Bosler (NSW) OAM 
Mrs Janette Lockhart Gibson 
(Q1d) AM 
Mrs Joan Morrison (NSW) OAM 
Mrs Lynette Mounsey (NT) AM 
Mrs Olga Wood (NSW) OAM 

The Girl Guides Association of Australia is a part of a worldwide voluntary organisation which 

promotes and encourages the development of girls and women as responsible community members 

through a program of activities and service and a commitment to the Guide Promise. 
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UPDATE ... GIRL GUIDES 

The Australian executive agreed 
to introduce a new guide award, 
the Silver Kangaroo. This award 
will become the highest Australian 
award, 'for consistently sustained 
exceptionally good service to the 
Guide Movement in more than one 
capacity and some contribution to 
world guiding'. 

Further details about the design 
will be available in early 1993. 

Conferences 
Mrs Janette Lockhart Gibson 

will attend the Commonwealth 
Chief Commissioners Conference 
to be held in Wales from 24-28 
June 1993. Mrs Lockhart Gibson 
will then join the rest of the Aus-
tralian delegation at the World 
Conference in Denmark from 30 
June to 10 July 1993. 

Nominations for the World 
Committee and Sub Committees 

The Australian Association's 
nominees are: 
World Committee: Mrs Jane 
Scarlett (Victoria) 
Our Cabana: Mrs Beatrice 
Lawrence (Tasmania) 
Sangam: Mrs Vicki Trembath 
(Victoria) 
Constitutions Committee: Miss 
Barbara Neill (NSW) 

The election and the announce-
ment of the new members of the 
committees will be made at the 
World Conference. 

Events 
The Australian executive has 

approved the following events: 
1993 
8-13 April: National Earth Edu-

cation Conference and 
Training. 

May 1993: Shop Managers meet-
ing at Australian headquarters. 

Late 1993: Australian Gumnut 
Guide Leaders Event in South 
Australia. 

1994 
January: Program and Training 

Conferences in Queensland. 
20-26 September: Australian 

Guide Leaders Event (EAGLE) in 
Victoria. 

1995 
5-15 January: Ranger Section 

Gathering in Western Australia. 
To be decided: Editors Conference 

at Australian headquarters. 
Further details about these 

events will be available from your 
state headquarters. 
Finance 
Membership fees 

There will be a 5% increase in 
the Australian membership fees 
for the year ending June 1994. 
These fees contribute towards the 
cost of membership to WAGGGS, 
cover for public liability and other 
insurances, and general adminis-
trative expenses of the Australian 
Association. 

Donation to WAGGGS 
A badge will be produced to 

raise funds for the WAGGGS 28th 
World Conference Travel and 
Accommodation Fund. This fund 
will assist delegates from less 
developed guide associations to 
attend the 1993 World Conference 
in Denmark. Further details about 
the badge will appear in later 
issues of Guiding in Australia. 

WAGGGS European fund 
Australia will support the 

WAGGGS European Fund for 
another twelve months. Donations 
to assist the newly emerging 
associations in Eastern Europe 
can be sent to your state 
headquarters. 

Thinking Day 1993 
The theme for Thinking Day 

1993 will be 'Travelling'. Further 
information will be available 
through Guiding in Australia. 

National goals for 1992 to 1994 
The Australian executive con-

firmed the following national goals: 
• To develop a wider range of 

opportunities for girls to partici-
pate fully in all aspects of the 
program. 

• To improve the quality and 
increase the number of leaders. 

• To have a system of manage-
ment which is effective and 
efficient. 

• To promote guiding as an 
organisation of girls and 
women. 

• To increase membership. 
• To develop the awareness and 

to utilise fully the strength and 
benefits of the Association's 
national identity. 
A number of sub goals and 

action plans were developed for 
each goal. Further details of these 
will appear in later issues of Guid-
ing in Australia. 

Gumnut guides 
'Gumnut guides care and share' 

is the special saying for gumnut 
guides replacing their previous 
motto, 'Care and Share'. 

Interstate camps and holidays 
Brownie guides may now travel 

overseas. 
Further details will be circulated 

by the Australian outdoors and 
adventurous activities consultant. 

Review of Law and Promise 
A national review of the Promise 

and the Law will be carried out by 
an ad hoc committee. Further 
information about this committee 
and the process of the review will 
be available in early 1993. 

Brownie guide camping 
Brownie guides are now able to 

camp with guides as part of their 
link badge. Brownie guides are 
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RENEWAL REMINDER! 
GiA 

If you have not already 
renewed your subscription 
for another year and your 
address label has 

AUGUST '92 
expiry on it, this will be 
the last copy you will 
receive. 

To ensure continuity, why 
not renew your subscrip-
tion today! Renewals must 
be received by 

20 August. 
Beryl Peacock 
Subscriptions 

I forgot to 
renew 
GM 
at the right 
time! 

Rev. Margaret Zayan, recently appointed chaplain to the Girl Guides Association of 
Western Australia, meets guides Natalie White and Emma Blackshaw after the memorial 
service for Ann Millhouse. 

News from Australian executive — continued 

also now able to sleep under can-
vas. The Australian brownie guide 
adviser will provide further details 
including the specific require-
ments in later issues of Guiding in 
Australia. 

Helpers in gumnut guide units 
Brownie guides, guides and 

ranger section members may be 
involved with a gumnut guide unit. 
Guidelines for their involvement 
will be prepared by the Australian 
gumnut guide adviser. 

Publications 
A new appointment card will be 

introduced for region, state and 
other appointments. The cards will 
be available from state shops 
towards the end of the year. 

The Australian executive 
approved the production of a 
Thinking Day Card with a 
distinctively Australian design. 
State public relations advisers are 
investigating a suitable design. 

Public relations 
A new kit 'The Australian Logo 
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— How to Use It' is being distrib-
uted to local districts. The kit, pre-
pared by the Australian public 
relations adviser, provides infor-
mation about the Australian logo 
and includes masters of the logo 
for you to use in your district. 

Uniform 

Ranger section members will 
continue to wear the bomber 
jacket as part of their formal uni-
form. However, the white fabric 
knit shirts, socks and tights will no 
longer be an option for formal uni-
form but will continue to be an 
alternative for informal occasions. 

Brownie guides now have the 
option to wear a yellow skivvy as 
part of formal uniform. Also, the 
brownie guide banner is now blue 
and gold. 

The Girl Guides Association of 
Australia has a commitment to its 
members and employees to 
ensure that there is adequate 
information and instruction avail-
able to 
• promote the prevention of HIV, 

AIDS and other infectious 
diseases 

• protect from infection with HIV, 

Gumnut guides will continue to 
wear the same plain coloured pop-
over per unit, without any 
additional colours or trimmings. 
However, the popovers will now 
have a bigger centre stitched 
pocket in the middle. 

Leaders will be able to wear a 
navy belt with their new Rae Ganim 
blouse and skirt. 

The long service badge for girl 
guides support group members 
will NOW have the initials 'SG' 
included in its design. 

An instructor bar will be avail-
able to be presented to non mem-
bers who instruct girls in special 
skills. 

Further information about these 
uniform changes are available 
from your guide shop. 

Barbara Hors field 
National executive officer 

AIDS and other infectious dis-
eases through appropriate 
hygiene and safety practices 

• protect from discrimination on 
the grounds of actual or imputed 
HIV, AIDS and other infectious 
diseases 

Further information is available 
from your state headquarters. 

Policy statement on HIV, AIDS and other infectious 
diseases 



OUR WORLD 
	 NEWS 

From the chairman, World Committee and 
director, World Bureau 

The launching of the updated Trefoil and World Flag certainly has 
received a response. Happily, many of the responses have been 
positive and complimentary. Certainly younger members have 
responded enthusiastically and positively. However, this positive 
response has not been exclusively the domain of the young! 

In reviewing how we present ourselves, the World Committee took 
a hard look at our identity. The following represents WAGGGS cur-
rent Statement of Identity: 

WAGGGS — World Association of Girl Guides and Girl Scouts —
is a progressive, non-political, voluntary world movement based 
on spiritual values, duty to ones country and service to others. 
Open to girls and young women worldwide, it offers its present 
members and future members a dynamic and flexible educational 
program. 

WAGGGS works for peace by promoting increased understand-
ing between individuals through community, environmental and 
international projects. 'Learning by doing' encourages girl guides 
and girl scouts to have fun while pursuing a diversity of activities 
and furthering self-development. 

WAGGGS' members work in small, self-governing groups, exer-
cising the initiative and leadership skills that prepare girls and 
young women for equal partnership in society. 

WAGGGS' attention to building foundations today ensures that 
girls and young women will be able to play an active role in living, 
working and shaping a healthy and balanced world of tomorrow. 

World committee work 
groups 

In order to fulfil the enormous 
tasks which need to be accom-
plished throughout the triennium 
various work and task groups 
have been formed to carry out the 
work. Some updates are touched 
on here. 

Membership work group 
Applications for Associate 

Membership have been received 
from: The Girl Guides Association 
Cook Islands (Incorporated); The 
Girl Guides Association of  

Namibia; Associazione Guide 
Esploratori Cattolici; Sammarinesi 
(San Marino); The Girl Guides 
Association of St Kitts and Nevis. 

Het Arubaanse Padvindsters 
Gilde (Aruba) is also looking for 
Associate Membership and the 
first stages have been researched. 

Full Membership is being sought 
by The Girl Guides Association of 
Belize; The Girl Guides Associ-
ation of Papua New Guinea; 
Association des Guides du 
Rwanda. The League of Hungarian 
Girl Guides is seeking readmission 
as an Associate Member — this 
would be very exciting if achieved. 

PACE '92 
PACE '92 (Program of Activities 

in Central and Eastern Europe) will 
take place at Pax Lodge in Novem-
ber 1992. It will bring together rep-
resentatives of the emerging and 
re-emerging Associations with 
WAGGGS committee members 
and link members. It will provide an 
opportunity for sharing infor-
mation between the delegates and 
with WAGGGS about the different 
Associations and a chance to meet 
the World Bureau staff and dis-
cuss together the role of WAGGGS 
in these countries. 

The link system 
WAGGGS continues to value the 

role of link members who have 
provided much-needed training 
and support to the emerging and 
re-emerging Associations. In order 
to strengthen and support their 
role it was agreed that a link 
co-ordinator be appointed. Judy 
Ellis (Girl Guides Association, 
United Kingdom) has taken up this 
role and has begun a system of 
cassette newsletters to keep the 
Link Members in touch with one 
another. 
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NEWS FROM 
COUNTRIES 

Albania 
The Greek Girl Guides Associ-

ation is continuing its involvement 
in humanitarian aid projects. They 
plan to make a study visit to Tirana 
to promote the development of girl 
guiding. 

Bulgaria 
A member of the Greek Girl 

Guides Association has made sev-
eral visits to Bulgaria and has met 
with the councillor for youth in the 
Council of Ministers. 

Estonia 
The Executive for Central and 

Eastern Europe visited Estonia 
and shared in the celebrations for 
Thinking Day and Independent 
Day (24 February). 

The two guide associations, 
Eesti Gaidide Malev and Eesti 
Gaidide Uhendus, created a joint 
union on 25 January 1992 and are 
now working to develop the coop-
eration. Their combined member-
ship is 1300 girls and they have 
groups in most parts of Estonia. 

Hungary 
Representatives of the Associ-

ation of Hungarian Girl Guides, the 
Hungarian Scout Association and 
the Link Member from Austria 
visited the World Bureau for an 
exchange of information. 

This was a most useful visit and 
both WAGGGS and the Hungarian 
leaders benefited from it. 

Latvia 
Sweden, the Link country, has 

continued to provide support and 
training in Latvia. This includes 
training of leaders and camps. 

As at December 1991 there were 
700 girl guides and 30 units. 

Lithuania 
Inger Christensen, link member, 

visited Lithuania in March 1992. 
There is one joint association, 
Lietuvos Skautu Sajungos, which 
has a current membership of 800 
girls and 700 boys. The guide pro-
gram is based on their original pro- 

gram. The guide Promise and Law 
is the same as before. 

Poland 
The executive for central and 

eastern europe visited Poland in 
March 1992 with Dominique 
Benard (European Scout Office). 
Meetings were held with the three 
main associations, both individu-
ally and together. 

Romania 
The Girl Guides Association in 

Romania continues to grow with 
support and encouragement from 
the Greek Association. The 
Association now has two new 
guide units as well as brownie 
packs in Bucharest. New leaders 
have attended trainings so that 
new groups can be started. 

WORLD BUREAU 

Assistant head of training 
and development team 
New position 

This new post has been created 
in recognition of the need for 
assistance for the training and 
development team. 

The main purpose of the job is to 
support the head of training and 
development team, assisting with 
the management and adminis-
tration of the team. The responsi-
bilities of the assistant will include 
acting for the head of team in her 
absence. 

WAGGGS is looking for some-
one with a comprehensive and 
varied girl guiding and girl scouting 
background; experience and 
proven ability in administration and 
management; the ability to work 
under pressure and use initiative; 
excellent communication skills, 
including the ability to write clearly 
and concisely. The successful can-
didate will be fluent in English, with 
knowledge of French and Spanish 
an advantage. 

Further information and appli-
cation to Australian International 
Commissioner, c/- AHQ before 31 
August 1992. 

WAGGGS and WOSM 
relationships 

The Consultative Committee 
(comprising representatives from 
both WAGGGS and WOSM), has 
met. 

While the meeting did not pro-
duce results by way of an agreed 
statement, the positive outcomes 
of the meeting were that dialogue 
was ongoing and co-operation 
was underway, and suggestions 
as to a way forward for the State-
ment on Relationships were to be 
considered by WOSM. 

DID YOU KNOW? ... 
that Juliette Gordon Low, 

founder of Girl Scouts in USA 
was for most of her life pro-
foundly deaf? The story goes 
that prior to her marriage she 
had no hearing in one ear due to 
a sickness as a child. At her 
wedding as guests threw con-
fetti and rice, one grain of rice 
lodged in her good ear. Suffer-
ing considerable pain, she had 
to return early from her honey-
moon and by a strange stroke of 
fate the doctor attending her 
accidentally pierced her ear 
drum, leaving her stone deaf. 

According to Juliette it turned 
out to be a blessing 'because I 
can't hear people when they say 
"No" to me'. 

This remarkable lady not only 
initiated girl scouting in USA, 
but was also an accomplished 
painter, wood machinist, writer, 
and metal worker. Evidence of 
her work (including a set of 
wrought iron gates) are on dis-
play in her old home in 
Savannah. The home is a 
national registered landmark 
and tourists flock through daily. 

B. Mitchinson 
Western Australia 
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INTERNATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES 

PLACE EVENT DATES PARTICIPANTS COST 
AUSTRALIAN 
CLOSING DATE 

1993 
Our Cabana 

Friendship Session for 
Girls. 

7-10 June, 
Los Angeles. 
10-18 June, 
Our Cabana. 
18-21 June, 
Mexico City. 
21-24 June, 
Oaxaca. 
26 June, Home. 

Up to 10 girls aged 
16-20 years and two 
leaders. 

$4000 approx. Includes fares, 
accommodation, some meals, 
Disneyland, tours of LA film 
studio, tours from Our Cabana, 
folklorico ballet in Mexico City 
insurance, administration, 
international tops. 

30 September 
1992 

1993 
Toronto, Canada 

Guelph 93. 30 June-6 July, 
tour. 
7-12 July, 
home hospitality. 
12-22 July, 
camp. 

20 girls aged 14 to 16 
at time of camp. 
Leaders born in 1976 or 
before. 

Approx $4500. Includes fares, 
accommodation, insurance, 
international tops, 
administration, tour of 
Disneyland or Rocky 
Mountains. 

31 October 
1992 

1993 
Sangam 

Girl Guiding-Girl 
Scouting for the 21st 
century. 

4-17 January, 
Event. 
19-29 January, 
Explore India 
tour. 

Four adult members, 
two aged under 30 
years and two over 30 
years. 

$3750 approx. Includes 
airfares, event fees, tops, 
insurance, accommodation, 
Explore India tour. 

31 October 
1992 

1993 
Sangam 

International Fiesta 
Thinking Day at 
Sangam. 

15-28 February, 
Event. 
2-12 March, 
Explore India 
tour. 

Four members over 18 
at time of event. 

$3750 approx. Includes 
airfares, event fees, tops, 
insurance, accommodation, 
Explore India tour. 

31 October 
1992 

1993 
Our Chalet 

Irene Fairbairn Challenge 
Event. Helen Storrow 
Seminar Theme: Peace 
for the Soul — Back to 
Roots. 

London or Paris 
for three days. 
22 August- 
3 September, 
Our Chalet. 

Two active leaders aged 
19-25 years. Each state 
to nominate one person. 

$3500 approx. Includes fares, 
event fee, accommodation, 
insurance, tops. The Irene 
Fairbairn Fund will pay fares 
and event fee to a max of 
$2000 each. 

31 October 
1992 

1993 
Bangladesh 

Bangladesh-Australia 
Child Health Project 
BACH 15. 
This team will be 
arranged by the Scout 
Association. 

4 September- 
3 October. 

Rangers, rovers and 
young leaders. Aged 
18-24 at 6 March. 

$2600 approx. Includes 
airfares, travel insurance, 
training fees, accommodation 
and meals en route. 

30 June 
1993 

1993 
Our Cabana 

Adult session at 
Our Cabana. 

21-24 November, 
Los Angeles, Our 
Cabana. 
3-9 December, 
Mexico City, and 
Oaxaca. 

Check with international 

Adult members of the 
Association. 

adviser for state closing 

$4000 approx. Includes fares, 
most meals, Disneyland, tours 
from Our Cabana, folklorico 
ballet in Mexico City, insurance, 
administration, international 
tops. 

date 

30 April 
1993 

A rose by any other name . . . 
The unit was running low on 

name tapes, so off I went to the 
nearest large department store to 
order a new supply. 

I told the shop assistant what I 
wanted, placed an order for the 
style and quantity required, and 
was then asked, 'What do you 
want printed?' 1st Oxley' I replied. 
'You know, one-s-t'. Still looking  

perplexed she wrote down ST. 
'With a one in front' I said. Still 
bewilderment was uppermost on 
her face, so I pointed to the space 
in front of the ST and said, 'Just the 
number one there'. 

She gave me a very uncertain 
look but did as she was told as I 
added, 'Then Oxley, 1st Oxley'. As 
she wrote this I decided that per- 

haps I should elaborate. It's for my 
brownies, they have these title 
tapes on their uniforms. 

A sudden look of understanding 
and relief came across her face as 
she gave a laugh and explained, 
'Oh, I was thinking what a strange 
woman, instead of naming her chil-
dren she's numbered them!' 

Annette Harper 
Queensland 
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Just muddy 
puddles? 

Still it rained! I had thought to 
escape it when I moved to drought 
stricken central New South Wales 
but here I was dodging puddles in 
the playground of my new school 
as I hurried towards the staff room. 
A group of six-year-olds was 
standing about, uncertain how to 
deal with this forgotten experience 
of a rainy day. They were watching 
the red dust holes of yesterday 
turn to red lagoons under the seats 
where they would normally be sit-
ting to escape the heat. 

My progress was suddenly 
arrested by one girl who was 
determined to share a new dis-
covery with a new teacher. 

'Look! I can see pictures in the 
puddles!' She pointed ecstatically 
with one hand at the lake fast 
developing around the benches. 
The other hand pulled me towards 
her and we huddled under my 
umbrella to enjoy her 'pictures' 
together. Then I took her for a 
squelchy walk around the puddle 
to show her a different perspec-
tive, a kaleidoscope of pictures 
that held her entranced. She 
released me from her grasp to 
share her experiences with her 
friends. 

Somewhat damp I continued on 
my way with lifted spirits because 
I'd had the chance to share with a 
six-year-old the rediscovered 
delights of looking at familiar 
objects reflected in muddy water. 
So simple, but an exciting experi-
ence for a child who stopped to 
look. 

In these days filled with uncer-
tainty and despair could it be our 
gumnut guides that teach us how 
to see the pictures in the 
puddles? Take the hand of a curi-
ous six-year-old if you would see 
the beauty in the mud. 

Margaret Douglas 

Meet Rocksie the lively logo for 
the 1993 Australian Youth Forum 
to be held next Easter in Tasmania. 
Rocksie represents what the Youth 
Forum is about — another means 
of giving guiding a lift. 

The rocks are the building 
blocks from which our Association 
is built and we are the builders who 
aim to build a bigger and stronger 
organisation. 

The wings are the ideas, 
enthusiasm, aspirations, dreams 
and willingness of our youth mem-
bers who want to strengthen the 
Girl Guides Association of the 
future. Giving wings to our rocks is 
about tapping a flow of creative 
energy and directing it into positive 
and productive channels. As 
through the next youth forum 
when young people from all over 
the country will gather together to 
exchange ideas and to work 
towards developing such positive 
recommendations as will help 
build a better guiding future. 

The capitalised letters of the 
logo — N E W and S represent the 
directions of the compass. While 
the outgoing arrows symbolise 
that there is no limit to what we can 
achieve as we consider the differ-
ent directions we may wish to take 
in this journey of discovery. 

These same letters also spell 
News and what great news it will 
be when the young people in the 
Association have made another 
positive contribution to the 
Movement. 

Already big news in guiding 
circles, the Australian Youth 
Forum is becoming a more highly 
respected event with each pro-
gressive Forum. For this we have 
Ann Millhouse to thank, for she 
realised the tremendous value of 
the youth members having their 
say. 

The youth members have a vital 
role to play in ensuring that guiding 
remains relevant to those whom it 

Rocks NeEd WingS 

is all about — young people. So if 
making sure that guiding keeps up 
with the times sounds like some-
thing for you, why not think about 
applying for the next youth forum. 

If you need further encourage-
ment to send off applications then 
here are five reasons from partici-
pants at the last forum — 
• I met new people and renewed 

old friendships. 
• I now have a memory worth 

millions. 
• I was part of two successful 

issue groups. 
• I attended a national event. 
• I had positive input into the future 

of guiding. 
Apply now! 

• You will have your voice heard. 
• You can represent your state at a 

national event. 
• Your future in guiding is at 

stake. 
• You will have the opportunity to 

discuss issues such as: 
— Guide Promise and Law 
— current health and social 

issues 
— international issues 
— program and training ideas 
— and other relevant topics 
Application forms available from 

the Youth Forum Coordinator in 
each state, the state secretary, or 
contact the Forum Committee, PO 
Box 572, Kingston, Tasmania 
7051. Applications close in 
September. 

Liz Moore and Wendy McCullough 

Australian Youth Forum 199: 
Tasmania 8-12 April 
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AN UNEXPECTED PRIVILEGE 
Recently I was asked to chair 

our state's program committee 
meeting at very short notice — like 
about four minutes! With the help 
of our very capable secretary Gill I 
was able to familiarise myself with 
the correspondence and agenda 
and taking a deep breath — two 
actually — called the meeting 
open. As at all such meetings the 
business discussed is varied and 
complex, ranging from the logis-
tics of planning a water activities 
day for brownies to constitutional 
changes and everything in 
between. 

As I sat there trying hard to look 
intelligent and with it, I found 
myself taking a fresh look at the 
people around the table, all of 
them women who are carrying the 
responsibilities of some section of 
guiding in the state. They are all 
involved in other areas of guiding 
(most of them with their own units), 
run their own section meetings, a 
number of them are trainers and 

the majority of them attend state 
executive meetings too. 

All this, not only because they 
are dedicated to guiding but 
because they care for YOU — the 
leaders in the community and want 
to make your task easier and more 
relevant. 

They actually want to take your 
problems and questions on board 
so that you can get on with the task 
of guiding the girls in your care. 

Communication is the name of 
the game, don't keep your prob-
lems to yourself, from your local 
district meeting through to the sec-
tion advisers, there are many 
people waiting to help you. Yes, on 
reflection it is a privilege to be part 
of such a gathering. The friend-
ship, mutual respect and humour 
generated each month is special. 

Oh, I forgot to mention, the state 
commissioner attends — and 
she's a fairly busy person too. 

Barbara Mitchinson 
Western Australia 

In the photo, 1st Hartwell brownies inspect the poisons cabinet at the Safety Centre. 

ACCIDENT PREVENTION 
The Safety Centre at the Royal Children's Hospital, Melbourne, is 

`taken over' by brownies, guides and ranger guides on four Saturdays 
each year. 
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Dates are advertised in the Vic-
torian Training Calendar and units 
make bookings through the 
co-ordinator for one-hour 
sessions between 10 am and 5 pm. 
The guiding staff for these four 
days consists of two former region 
commissioners and two brownie 
leaders, with several former 
leaders as emergencies. During 
1991 370 girls and 95 adults from 
23 units were shown through the 
centre, and there was a long wait-
ing list for bookings. 

Each session starts with an 
audio visual on outdoor safety 
then the girls are divided into small 
groups for a tour of the centre. 
They are shown over the safety 
kitchen which has all the latest 
devices available to prevent acci-
dents. Also, there are excellent 
illustrative display boards on sub-
jects such as road safety, falls, 
choking, safety with glass, as well 
as a display of approved car 
restraints for all ages, approved 
bicycle helmets and other aids for 
safety on bikes. 

The Safety Centre staff provide 
copies of a questionnaire which 
are passed on to the unit leaders 
(with answer sheet). Hopefully 
these are filled in at the next unit 
meeting to reinforce what the girls 
have learned. 

Accidental injury is the largest 
single cause of death among Aus-
tralian children. One in two chil-
dren in Australia under the age of 
16 needs to visit a doctor each 
year because of an accident. It is 
important to make the girls aware 
of safety measures in everyday life 
which can lead to prevention of 
accidents. A visit to the Safety 
Centre is certainly worthwhile. 

Norma Burkitt 
Victoria 



Winning the Peace 
Guide International Service 

There was great excitement in the GIS Office in London on 4 August 
1944, an Australian, Dr Meredith Ross, had unexpectedly arrived. There 
was no shipping news broadcast during the war. She was the first volun-
teer to arrive from 'outside' and made very welcome, especially as she 
was a doctor. 

Part 7 

Dr Meredith Ross was officer-in-
charge of a WAAAF hospital in 
Melbourne, had been a guide 
leader and read in The Guider, the 
British guide magazine, the appeal 
for volunteers. She wrote to Miss 
Ward and received an enthusiastic 
reply. 

Meredith now had the almost 
impossible task of getting dis-
charged from the WAAAF and get-
ting on to a ship. 

With considerable help from 
both the Australian Guide Presi-
dent, Lady Gowrie, and the Vic-
torian State President, Lady 
Chauvel, Meredith got her dis-
charge and finally a berth on the 
liner Mariposa converted to an 
American troopship. Meredith 
wrote: It is something of a triumph 
for guiding to win support from 
officialdom. The ship's comp-
lement of American soldiers and 
Australian RAAF were en route to 
Canada and Great Britain. 
Meredith remembers: We wore 
slacks all the time and carried life 
jackets in case we were torpedoed. 
There were 12 of us in a two-berth 
cabin. 

Meredith got herself across the 
USA to New York where she had to 
wait for a ship to Liverpool. During 
that time she stayed at the 
Marylands University with Ameri-
cans who had joined UNRRA 
(United Nations Relief and 
Rehabilitation Administration) who 
were training for relief work in Eur-
ope. It was felt by UNRRA that to 
get good workers for relief work, 
they had to be highly paid, but vol-
untary societies had a different 
attitude. They believed that only 
those who really did want to do 
such work would be happy to do it 
for pocket money. Meredith said 
there was such a difference in atti- 
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tude, her luggage was a small suit-
case, a sleeping bag and a small 
tent, whereas the UNRRA women 
were including a year's supplies of 
cosmetics! 

Eventually Meredith arrived in 
Liverpool, England, amidst flying 
bombs. Although she was highly 
qualified she did the GIS training 
and testing and was finally 
accepted after being interviewed 
by the Chairman of COBSRA, Lady 
Louis Mountbatten. 

It was agreed by COBSRA on 
behalf of the voluntary societies, 
that all voluntary work in Europe 
be co-ordinated 'under the 
umbrella' of the British Red Cross 
and St John Joint Association, and 
through their commissioner the 
British Army would direct relief. 

At the end of August 1944 
COBSRA was asked to have 
teams ready, particularly mobile 
hospital units for Yugoslavia. Miss 
Ward offered a medical unit and 
set about getting medical and gen-
eral people freed from 'restricted 
jobs'. It took weeks of letter writing 
and interviews. Then they were 
notified teams would not be going 
to Yugoslavia but to The Nether-
lands, so the volunteers who had 
been busy with their Serbo-Croat 
grammars, quickly changed over 
to Dutch. 

The GIS received a special 
request — could they double their 
personnel to provide staff for a 
fifty-bed hospital with a laboratory 
unit attached? Without blinking an 
eye Miss Ward said yes and began 
her efforts to get more volunteers 
freed. She already had Dr Phyllis 
Croft, a bacteriologist and a phar-
macist for the laboratory unit and 
soon had four trained nurses, eight 
assistant nurses (one who 
doubled as a treasurer) a QM, a  

cook, transport officer and driver 
— 22 women in all with Dr 
Meredith Ross as leader plus five 
scouters, AND another doctor, 
Marjory Davies. 

The Army provided basic hospi-
tal equipment and eight vehicles 
— including 'Columbus', so called 
because it always seemed 
'calumsy' compared with the other 
vehicles. Each vehicle had a guide 
and scout badge painted on the 
front and rear mudguards, in the 
hope that the team may be recog-
nised by members of the Move-
ment in Holland. This did happen 
on many occasions, to the great 
joy of all concerned. 

Now came another period of 
waiting but put to good use by col-
lecting extra equipment and buy-
ing more drugs for medical use. It 
was impossible to buy in bulk, so 
many willing workers spent hours 
searching shops in London buying 
whatever they could. 

More than nine tons of equip-
ment was collected. The team had 
to learn to load and unload at 
speed, so the vehicles were 
garaged handy to Guide Head-
quarters in Buckingham Palace 
Road. Owing to bomb damage, no 
safe garaging could be found. 
Then a generous offer was 
received from King George VI, 
garage space in the stable court-
yard at Buckingham Palace was 
made available, so close to Guide 
HQ. At that time the GIS office was 
a screened-off section of the base-
ment at guide headquarters. 

While waiting for their Movement 
Order, the team tried to prepare 
themselves to serve with the Army, 
to wear their khaki uniform 
smartly, to be able to march as a 
team and be a credit to guiding. 
Meredith recounts one exciting 0 



Girl scouting in Bali 
Juliette (Daisy) Low (the founder 

of girl scouting in USA), was 
inspired by Sir Robert Baden-
Powell to participate in the Girl 
Guide Movement while living in 
England and Scotland. 

After the untimely death of her 
husband, Daisy returned to the 
USA and with the help of her 
cousin, Nina Pape, the first girl 
guide troop was formed there. 
Later the name in the US was 
changed to girl scouts. On 12 
March 1912, 18 girls met with 
Daisy to form the first two troops 
and that is why 12 March is the girl 
scout birthday. 

Daisy worked hard to promote 
the Movement in USA so that girl 
scouts would know they were sis-
ters to all girl guides and girl scouts 
in other parts of the world. Daisy's 
dream was for young people to 
make the world a friendly and 
peaceful place to live. She wanted 
them to have a greater under-
standing of themselves and 
others; as a lone troop we here in 
Bali are learning these values in 
very special ways. 

The American International 
School in Bali provides the oppor-
tunity for all girls enrolled at the 
school between the ages of 6-11 to 
participate in the girl scouts during 
a normal school day. One hour per 
week is set aside for this and it is 
administered by a senior teacher 
who liaises with headquarters in 
New York. The group is lead by 
parent helpers, none of whom 
have been scouts or guides 
before. Our lone troop consists of 
a brownie unit and a junior girl 
scout troop. The brownie leader is 

Leonie Darman and the junior 
leader is Fran Lamotte (both orig-
inally from Perth). 

Although we only have one 
PRECIOUS hour for meetings and 
activities, we try and cover as 
many aspects as is possible. 

We work on badges as a group 
because patches must be ordered 
months ahead of time to allow for 
delivery. This year the brownies 
have completed People of the 
World, Plants and Animals, and 
Dancersize. The junior troop chose 
to work on first aid, Safety Sense, 
Art to Wear and Textiles and Fibres. 
We have been very fortunate to 
have been able to borrow infor-
mation, resources and ideas from 
Perth, which has been very much 
appreciated. 

Recently we celebrated the 80th 
anniversary of the girl scouts with 
a badge ceremony and presen-
tation of memorabilia. The girls 
conducted the proceedings and 
we completed the day with a giant 
birthday cake and refreshments. 
Our immediate plans are to pro-
vide the girls with a variety of 
activities as well as honour our 
service project pledge of GIRL 
SCOUTS CARING FOR THE 
EARTH. 

As a lone troop with girls from all 
over the world, different cultures, 
religious beliefs and languages, 
we see the hand of peace and 
friendship surpass the bonds of 
prejudice and intolerance. The 
girls are blessed with a richness 
and beauty which holds strength 
despite a harsh impoverished 
environment. 

Leonie Darman 
Fran Lamotte 

Western Australia 

event. 'The team was invited to 
Buckingham Palace by HM The 
Queen (now the Queen Mother). 
We marched so smartly to the Pal-
ace preceded by a mounted police 
escort. Lady Somers presented us 
to the Queen. She spoke to each 
one of us and wished us 
Godspeed. She showed us some 
of the war damage done to the 
Palace.' 

Another highlight for Meredith 
was a visit in the blackciut to 
Windsor Castle. 'I was met at the 
railway station by one of the 
ladies-in-waiting. I was in GIS uni-
form. I practised my salute and 
curtsy in the waiting room. Then 
Princess Elizabeth came in wear-
ing sea ranger uniform. We went 
into a small drawing room and the 
Princesses and the sea rangers 
sat on gilt chairs. I gave them a talk 
on what I imagined would be the 
work of the GIS in Europe with dis-
placed persons. (We had not 
known of the unspeakable horrors 
of the concentration camps then.) 
This visit was kept secret for 
security reasons.' 

At last the Movement Order for 
'Spearhead teams' came on 
Thinking Day, 22 February 1945. A 
few days before the team and their 
friends had gathered in the crypt of 
the bombed church of All Hallows 
by the Tower, for a pre-
embarkation service taken by the 
Rev P. B. (Tubby) Clayton, the 
Founder of Toc H. 

On the evening of 24 February, 
teams were lining up in Hyde Park, 
ready for the unknown. 

Nancy Eastick 

With acknowledgements to Dr 
Ross, 

All Things Uncertain 
A Hospital on Wheels 
From a Flicker to a Flame 

Bali International Girl Scout troup. 

Photo: F. Lamotte 
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Defeat 
in 

Prayer 

What do we do when our 
prayers are not answered, when 
the heavens are as brass and God 
seems deaf to our entreaties? This 
may never have been your lot, but 
it has been mine, from time to time, 
and a very hard lot it seemed. 
Sometimes with unanswered 
prayer I just say, 'Oh well, perhaps 
this one will take a long time'. But 
when the length stretches to ten or 
fifteen years and I feel I have 
turned every which way to remove 
what might be difficulties prevent-
ing its implementation, I tend to 
give up and walk away from it. 

Sometimes I can't wait that long, 
the matter is urgent. What then 
when there is no answer? Then I 
remember two things. 

The first is this: God has his own 
agenda, his own list of things to do 
and it has a very definite order. My 
desire is on the list but it has to be 
preceded by other matters of 
which I am ignorant. This was very 
much the case with the Jews, fifth 
and fourth century BC, who were 
praying for the restoration of the 
Davidic kingdom. Their frustration 
was that they were praying for 
something the prophets had fore-
cast, they were looking for the 
promised Messiah, but they had 
no idea (most of them) that Alex-
ander the Great had to come first 
to blanket the Middle East with the 
Greek language as far as India, 
and then the Romans to blanket 
the western world with Latin as far 
as Britain. 

The outline of events was proph-
esied by Daniel, but not everyone 
was told and those that were did 
not all understand. 

So it will be with you and me, 
from time to time. Jesus says to 
such, 'Persevere, God will think up 
something else to help you with 
your problem.' 

Reverend John Dyer 
New South Wales 

Post Box Bulletin 

THE POST BOX BADGE IS 
HERE! This colourful badge, 
designed in Western Australia 
especially for Post Box, is now in 
guide shops. 

Post Box participants will find it 
handy to include in letters to their 
penfriends, and everyone will want 
it for 'swaps'! Please promote it in 
your area. 

Post Box is booming! In the 12 
months to 31 May we made 1029 
international Post Box links — 199 
more than last year. However, we 
still need more girls to participate 
to meet the large number of 
requests coming from overseas. 

Mainly for brownie guides 
Some time ago a system of inter-

state links was started for brownie 
guides under nine years of age. 
Most countries will not link young 
brownie guides, mainly because of 
language difficulties, and the fact 
that very young people may not be 
able to commit themselves to 
writing on a regular basis. The 
interstate links have until now 
been handled by states but now an 
Assistant Australian Post Box 
Secretary has been appointed to 
co-ordinate the interstate links and 
all matters connected with them. 
Mrs Diana Wheeler, who has just 
completed her term as Post Box 
Secretary for New South Wales, 
has taken up this position, and the 
interstate side of Post Box should 
now grow and work more 
smoothly. Gumnut guide and 
brownie guide units, as well as 
individual brownie guides may 
wish to participate in interstate 
Post Box links. Application for 
interstate links should be made in 
the usual way, through the State 
Post Box Secretary. 

USA A letter has been received 
advising that in future, links with 
individual girls aged between 10 
and 17 years only will be made. 
Therefore, there can be no more 
unit or adult links with USA, and 
girls under 10 years cannot be 
linked with that country. 

Canada can always link brownie 
guides and brownie guide units; 
sometimes it takes a little time, but 
there are always Canadian 
brownie guides wanting to write to 
Australia. United Kingdom too, is 
usually able to link girls of all ages 
and units in all sections, and South 
Africa can usually find links for us, 
as can New Zealand. 

Bophuthatswana is a small 
country between South Africa and 
Botswana. Its main town is 
Mafeking. Guiding is very strong 
there, and a number of leaders 
would like Australian penfriends. 

We in the Post Box team believe 
that this is an important part of 
guiding, for not only does it help to 
create understanding and friend-
ship; it also serves to foster what is 
fast becoming a lost art, that of let-
ter writing. Letters can bring joy 
and laughter, comfort and sym-
pathy. Letter writing can become 
an absorbing pastime. Do encour-
age the girls in your units to 
become Post Boxers! 

Joan Burch 
Australian post box secretary 
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Natalie Aroyan and Sarah Dunworth of 1st Longueville Guides, NSW, discover the delights 
of EM's lab at the beginning of the Earthkeepers' program. Photo: E. Skillington. 

Earthkeepers 
Have you heard of them? An 

earthkeeper is someone who 
understands how all living things 
are connected and has special 
feelings for the earth and wants to 
be in closer touch with it. You will 
find them in other countries and 
right here under your noses 
among the girl guides. They are 
young people aged 10 to 12 years 
who are taking part in special pro-
grams to help them live more 
harmoniously with the earth and all 
its life. 

Just think — how many children 
have been brought up in a con-
crete jungle and may have never 
seen a ladybird, a wild orchid or a 
Christmas bell, except perhaps on 
a Christmas tree? How many 
understand how living things inter-
act with one another and how 
dependant we humans are on 
nature? The luckier ones may be 
those who live in the country or 
whose parents or guide leader find 
time to take them on bush hikes. 
Even then they may not be aware 
of all the wonders of nature. 

The Institute for Earth Education 
is an international, non profit edu-
cational organisation made up of a 
volunteer network of individuals 
and members committed to foster- 

ing earth education programs 
throughout our societies. Cur-
rently there are branches in the 
USA, Canada, Britain, France and 
Australia. 

Briefly, Earth Education pro-
grams are a skilfully crafted, 
sequential learning experience 
which attracts the learners by 
magical experiences that promise 
discovery and adventure. It pro-
ceeds in an organised way to a 
definite outcome that the learners 
can identify beforehand and 
rewards them when they reach it. It 
emphasises major ecological 
understandings, and provides 
immediate application of its mess-
ages in the natural world and later 
in the human community. 

This is a wonderful worthwhile 
program for the guide age girl 
which goes far beyond any ordi-
nary nature walk in the guide pro-
gram or nature lesson at school. 
Interested leaders are needed as 
volunteers and guides should be 
encouraged to take part. 

Kabali, 
New South Wales 

GiA has published several articles 
about the Earthkeepers program in 
Australia which began in Victoria 
some years ago. Ed. 

Junior leader 
challenges 

and 
self-assessment 

What is a challenge? It may 
involve doing or learning some-
thing new, improving or extending 
an existing skill or stopping one-
self from doing something. 

How challenges are set: through 
badge work, pennants and certifi-
cates. Success for everyone is 
achieved by putting their best 
effort into their work. Not every-
thing that is done has to be a chal-
lenge. It can be just to have a go 
and to feel the satisfaction of doing 
it, without any expectation of 
reward. 

Challenges can be found: at 
home; in the community; in unit 
activities; in interest and service 
certificates; through the Duke of 
Edinburgh Award scheme; in quali-
fications — boating, camping, first 
aid; in relationships with other 
people. 

Junior leaders assess their own 
challenges, but how should this be 
done? Try considering these ques-
tions: is it a challenge I can handle? 
Am I happy with what I have done? 
Am I happy with how I have done 
it? Have I done my best? Could I do 
better? 

If the answers to these ques-
tions are satisfactory to the individ-
ual, then the challenge has been 
met. 

Remember: a challenge 
demands sustained effort to 
extend personal ability towards 
self-improvement. 

It is not what you do, but the 
way you do it. 

Trish Cawthorne 
Junior leader consultant 

South Australia 
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A junior leader 
can do most 

anything 

She is 
enthusiastic 
and eager to 
learn more 
about our 

guiding game 

She wants to 
widen her 
leadership 

skills 

She invents a 
new activity 
and makes a 

piece of 
equipment 

She prepares 
an activity or 

ceremony for a 
special event 

She maintains 
a first aid kit in 

readiness 

She helps in 
keeping unit 

records 

She can attend 
camperaft 

training and 
region 

workshops 

She can 
simulate 

wounds to 
interest guides 

or brownies 

She keeps a 
log book 

Junior leaders can build our guiding future 

We all realise that the junior 
leader program is attractive to the 
girls, but have you really thought 
about the benefits which can 
accrue to the unit with which she 
works? 

A junior leader can add a com-
pletely different dimension to the  

quality of guiding which your girls 
receive. Just take the time to study 
the building blocks of the program 
which appear below. 

At the base are the benefits 
which the girl herself derives from 
being in the program. 

The bricks which the program  

lays on that foundation are some 
of the interesting challenges 
included in the Junior Leader Pro-
gram. Not only do they benefit the 
junior leader, but they help the girls 
in your unit as well. 

Benefits from Can gain the Plans an 
A JUNIOR working with Challenges Junior adventure for 
LEADER experienced 

leaders 

herself to learn 
new skills 

Camping 
Certificate 

herself and 
two friends 

WHY NOT START A JUNIOR LEADER GROWING TODAY! 
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Better to be SAFE than Sorry! 
Strategies for women and other motorists 

(based on advice from the Royal Automobile Club of Queensland and 
the Queensland Police Women's Safety Project) 

Sharron Phillips was driving 
home after some late night shop-
ping. Her car ran out of petrol on a 
busy but lonely stretch of a major 
road. She left the car to phone for 
assistance. The call was received 
but Sharron was never seen again. 

Karen Dixon was abducted and 
held for 27 hours after her car 
broke down. She was walking 
back to the car after calling the 
RACQ when three men bundled 
her into a car. Fortunately she was 
released and relatively unharmed. 

Sadly, these stories are not all 
that unusual. 

Plan ahead 
• think about what you would do if 

you find yourself alone in a 
stalled car — discuss it with your 
friends, family and local auth-
orities if you wish — there are no 
hard and fast rules, but thinking 
ahead rather than in a panic will 
make you feel more secure; 

• know your route and if an iso-
lated one, tell someone where 
you are going and your esti-
mated time of arrival — confirm 
when you have arrived safely; 

• if your car appears to be in diffi-
culties of some kind, think 
quickly for a populated well-lit 
place nearby, preferably a ser-
vice station, and drive slowly 
there — you can drive a short 
distance on a flat tyre and even 
though this may do more dam-
age to the tyre or even the wheel 
rim, this may be better than com-
promising your safety; 

• be aware of where you are as 
you drive along — note street 
names and landmarks for easier 
identification of your location in 
case of trouble. 

Be prepared 
• have your car serviced regularly 

and do not allow yourself to run 
low on petrol — make sure the 
petrol gauge is accurate and the 
tyres in good condition; 

• keep a notebook, pen and torch 
in working order in the car and if 
you wish, a personal alarm; 

• keep the necessary change for a 
phone call in the car — remem-
ber to increase it when the 
charge goes up — or ring the 
operator and ask to be connec-
ted to an appropriate emergency 
provider. 

Consider any or all of these 
ideas: 
• park in well-lit places as close as 

possible to your destination; 
• always lock your car even if you 

will be absent for only a short 
time; 

• have your keys in your hand 
when approaching your car for 
quick access and keep all doors 
locked when you are in your 
car; 

• always check the back seat to be 
sure no one is hiding there 
before getting in; 

• if you think you are being fol-
lowed, drive to a safe place and 
ask for assistance — do NOT 
drive home if you live alone; 

• if a passing motorist indicates 
that you should stop because 
something is wrong with your 
car, drive slowly to a safe place 
before getting out to look 

• if you do stop to talk to someone, 
keep the door locked and speak 
through a small opening in the 
window. Keep the motor running 
and drive away to a safe place if 
you feel threatened; 

• if stopped by police not in uni-
form or in an unmarked car, ask 
for identification before getting 
out of the car; 

• attract attention if necessary by 
driving with the horn on, flashing 
headlights; 

• if someone jumps in the car and 
orders you to drive, consider 
stopping in the middle of a busy 
intersection and throwing the 
keys out of the window; 

• if concerned about your car's 
performance, get someone you 
know and trust to follow you until 
you reach a safe place; 

• if broken down, write details 
such as your surname, make and 
model of car, registration and 
automobile club membership 
number and EXACT location on a 
piece of paper. Flag down a 
passing motorist while standing 
beside your car and as soon as 
they stop, get in the car and lock 
the door, speaking through a 
partly opened window and giving 
them the piece of paper to phone 
for assistance for you from the 
nearest available telephone; 

• if you go to a nearby house, 
knock and stand back from the 
door. Ask the occupant to call for 
assistance, give them the details 
already written out and go back 
to the car, locking the door 
behind you. 

CLASSIFIEDS 

Camp Austral. Looking for somewhere 
new for your next pack holiday or camp? 
How about Camp Austral. Fully 
equipped Karawa cottage and 
campsites. Interested? Contact booking 
officers Ron or Dorothy Bidwell: P.O. 
Box 258, Fairfield, N.S.W. 2165. Phone: 
(02) 724 9130, 727 5459. 
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Today's Woman  
Profiling: Dr Margaret Rosenthal — New South Wales 

What does a former deputy state 
commissioner, state com-
missioner and Professor of Nurs-
ing at the University of Sydney do 
when she retires? 

She settles on a 135 hectare 
property midway between Cooma 
and Adaminaby in southern New 
South Wales. Here Margaret will 
be able to pursue her great love of 
the outdoors, bush walking, cross 
country skiing and agriculture. 

Margaret joined the guide Move-
ment as a brownie in Hobart and 
continued as a guide and ranger in 
Melbourne. As a girl she enjoyed 
the guide section the most but 
describes the time as a sea ranger 
as 'really tremendous'. 

During her primary school days, 
because of her father's profession 
as civil engineer, the moves were 
many and Margaret was never in 
one school for more than two 
years. Her secondary education 
was completed in Melbourne, a 
time which she describes as 
involving fairly diverse interests. 
There was always time for sport, 
guiding activities, reading and 
music. Early career aspirations 
leaned towards becoming a con-
cert pianist but, during the last year 
of school, she decided to become 
a nurse and graduated from Alfred 
Hospital, Melbourne in 1957. 

By halfway through the course, 
Margaret could see its limitations 
and made the decision to go to uni-
versity. Margaret's tertiary edu-
cation was continued in Sydney: a 
Bachelor of Science in Agriculture 
and then Master of Science in 
Agriculture. 

It was during this time she 
became a sea ranger leader and 
spent nine happy, fun-filled years 
with SRS Aurora II. Margaret then 
became a ranger trainer working in 
New South Wales, Perth and some 
country areas of Western Aus-
tralia. While a trainer she gradu- 
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ated with her PhD in the field of soil 
physics and, influenced by her 
guiding involvement, decided to 
become a teacher and graduated 
with a Master of Educational 
Administration from the University 
of New England. 

After teaching maths and sci-
ence for a few years, she began 
lecturing in Science and Health 
Education at Sydney Teachers 
College. 

After serving a five-year term as 
deputy state commissioner of the 
Girl Guides Association (New 
South Wales), Margaret was 
appointed state commissioner in 
1978. 

In 1975, the Director of Nursing 
at Royal Prince Alfred Hospital, 
approached the principal of the 
Teachers College and asked 
whether the college would help the 
hospital upgrade the nurses train-
ing courses. Planning and dis-
cussion continued with the 
established universities and in 
1978 Margaret was appointed 
Head of the new Department of  

Nursing Studies at Sydney 
Teachers College. 

In 1984 she was appointed 
Director of the new Institute of 
Nursing Studies of Sydney College 
of Advanced Education. In 1990 
the Institute of Nursing Studies 
amalgamated with the University 
of Sydney to become one of the 
most important institutions in Aus-
tralia for the training of 'health sci-
ence professionals'. It was at this 
time that Dr Margaret Rosenthal 
was appointed as the first Pro-
fessor of Nursing at the University 
of Sydney; and on 1 January 1991 
the Institute became the 
University's Faculty of Nursing. 

Margaret described it as an 
incredible experience being 
involved in the changes for nursing 
education right from the early 
stages and seeing it develop over 
the 15 year period. She was also 
honoured to be the first Professor 
of Nursing at the University of Syd-
ney. In 1991 Margaret retired, hav-
ing had the personal satisfaction of 
being involved and seeing the 
establishment phase completed. 

She still believes that guiding 
has been a tremendous help 
throughout her life. Guiding offers 
companionship and fellowship, 
many of the important things of life 
are learnt more from guiding than 
school. The administration experi-
ence gained especially during her 
time as deputy state commissioner 
and state commissioner was a 
tremendous help when 
establishing the Institute of 
Nursing. 

What else did Margaret 
achieve? For a number of years 
she played the flute in the 
Willoughby Orchestra but week-
end concerts conflicted with 
another great love — playing golf. 
Yes, she has managed a hole in 
one! Many years ago on the sec-
ond at the New South Wales Golf 



Course when playing in a four ball 
competition. 

What is Margaret doing now? 
Cooking, reading, spending time 
outdoors and being creative are 
still a part of Margaret's life. 

Her agricultural training is being 
best used in the establishment of a 
flora and fauna reserve on the 
property. With an elevation of 1400 
metres, the climate makes it very 
challenging to get things to grow 
and survive, whether they are ani-
mals or plants. The area has a 
natural sub-alpine vegetation and 
home surrounds are being left as 
they are, with planting of native 
grasses and clover and placing of 
river rocks to repair damage done 
by builders. 

She is a member of State Coun-
cil (New South Wales) and chair-
person of the National Magazine 
Committee. In her spare time she 
plays golf at the New South Wales 
Golf Club! 

Margaret pays tribute to the 
tremendous assistance from 
people and support from col-
leagues given during her most 
rewarding career. 

Guiding is a 
family affair! 

No matter at what age we join 
the Movement, from that moment 
we belong to a second family. Pro-
gression from one section to 
another should be a natural pro-
cess, just as our roles change in 
family life. Do we, as leaders, 
always plan our programs with 
that thought in our minds? Or do 
we believe we are only providing 
activities to help the girls to care 
and share, travel a brownie jour-
ney, gain an eight-point badge or a 
ranger certificate? 

Or do we remember that we are 
also preparing them for a natural 
progression to the next section or 
for leadership? 

Many leaders are mothers and 
many are teachers — some are 
both. To a mother or teacher there 
would be no question of failing to 
think ahead to the next year's 
schooling. When a child attends 
preschool, it's with the idea that  

infants' school will follow, then pri-
mary school, and after that sec-
ondary school, maybe some form 
of tertiary education and finally, 
employment. Why then shouldn't 
we expect that any girl joining a 
unit is joining the guide family —
not just the section appropriate to 
her age? 

The eight-point program has 
been designed so that girls may 
progress from gumnut guides 
through all sections, developing 
skills and attitudes through activi-
ties and games suitable for the age 
group. True, in the gumnut guide 
section we talk about five points —
guiding, do, care, share, aware —
but the leader can plan her pro-
gram so that the girls experience 
all the eight points. She'll be think-
ing, as she plans, about when the 
girls move on to brownies — not if 
they do! 

That is why it is so necessary for 
leaders to understand the program 
in the section to which the girls will 
progress almost as well as the one 
they've come from. Have you ever 
thought about attending Leader-
ship 3 in another section? 

We all realise that it will not be 
possible, for various reasons, for 
every girl to move through all sec-
tions — but we will aim for that. 
And let us not forget the 'ones! 
Where there is no unit in the next 
section, a girl can become a lone, 
and this should be encouraged 
where circumstances make it 
impossible for her to attend weekly 
meetings. 

Our program committee (pro-
gram adviser with gumnut guide, 
brownie guide, guide and ranger 
section advisers) constantly 
review the program to ensure that 
we provide for progression in all of 
the eight points so that girls can 
develop at their own pace. 

It's an interesting exercise to 
spend a little time following 
through the brownie program, on 
through the guide and ranger sec-
tion syllabuses, to see how this 
progression is provided for. It's all 
there in the handbooks so that we, 
as leaders, can help our girls to 
grow up in the guide family, just as 
they do at home and at school. 
Maybe you have a suggestion on 
ways to improve that progression.  

Why not talk your idea over in your 
district meeting and then send it off 
to your state adviser. Everyone's 
ideas can't be adopted, but you 
never know when your idea will 
have an impact. 

If our efforts are concentrated 
only on our own section, then 
perhaps we haven't really 
acquired the family feeling of 
guiding. 

Now, what about some practical 
ideas on interesting girls in 'what 
comes next?' How about: 
* Running occasional joint meet-

ings, say, gumnut guides and 
brownies: gumnut guides and 
ranger guides; brownies and 
guides or ranger guides. Mix 
them up in any way that seems 
suitable. 

* Inviting the trefoil guild to unit 
meetings now and again. 
They're part of the guide family 
too and can provide a great deal 
of practical help. Everything 
from badge assessors to finan-
cial assistance. 

* Encouraging link ceremonies 
where both units involved are 
present. It is so overwhelming if 
you have to make the journey 
alone. 

* Inviting sixers to gumnut guide 
meetings; patrol leaders to 
brownie guide meetings; ranger 
guides to guide meetings —
and so on. 

* Inviting support group mem-
bers to special occasions —
Promise and link ceremonies, 
even a campfire. 

* Giving girls the opportunity to 
share the skills they have learnt: 
they can teach girls in other 
sections. 

* Occasionally having a district 
day when everyone — gumnut 
guides, brownies, guides, 
ranger guides, rangers, junior 
leaders, trefoil guild members, 
support gvoup members, plus 
any parents who don't fit into 
any of these categories, joins in 
a family day. It might be a picnic, 
barbecue, or whatever, with 
activities for all corners. Try it! 
Let's be sure we make it clear to 

everyone that GUIDING IS A FAM- 
ILY AFFAIR! 
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ACCOMMODATION FOR 72 
Carpeted cabins. 
Heating available. 

Log cabin dining room. 
Open fire in recreation hall. 

Modern amenities. 
Playing field. 

Set in 4 ha of bushland. 

Activities include: 
Bushwalking in Morton National 
Park, town swimming pool and 
tennis courts, bicycle hire, close 
to railway station and town 

centre. 

Enquiries to: 

CAMP ORANA 
Gullies Road 

BUNDANOON 2578 

Phone: (048) 83 6247 

The Annual 
Report 
How to prepare a report 
that will be read and enjoyed 

A well prepared annual report 
presented at a well organised 
annual district meeting creates 
good public relations. 

Here are some guidelines for 
preparing your annual report. The 
principles are the same, regard-
less of whether you are the district 
leader, a unit leader or an office-
bearer for the support group. 
• Refer to things that happened in 

the past 12 months. 
• Accurately report on activities 

and achievements. 
• Emphasise the best aspects of 

the year and any special 
achievements. 

• Start and finish with positive 
statements. 

• Refer to concerns only if they are 
important and explain how they 
are being overcome. Don't 
complain. 

• Comment on any major changes, 
for example, increase in the 
number of leaders. 

• Outline your goals and plans for 
the following year. 

• Thank all who have assisted dur-
ing the year, and recognise the 
value of their voluntary contri-
bution to the district or unit. 

First . . . 
• Collect all the information 

needed. You may need to refer to 
minutes, reports, program book, 
census figures and calendar of 
events. 

• Your report does not have to be 
written in chronological order. 
Group similar types of activities 
together. 

• List activities and achievements 
under different headings, for 
example, outdoor activities, ser-
vice, training, fundraising, 
leadership. 

• Identify the most successful 
activity and use it in your 
introduction. 

• List all the people you wish to 
thank. 

GIRL GUIDES 

PUBLIC RELATIONS 
PRACTICAL GUIDELINES 

Getting it down 
• Keep the report brief. It is better 

to write less and have everyone 
read it, than to write too much 
and have no one read it right 
through! 

• If you are given a page or word 
limit — stick to it. 

• Make your sentences short. 
• Break up your text with 

headings. 
• Present figures in an interesting 

way, such as a graph. 
• Check spelling and other details 

for accuracy. 
• When you have made the draft 

copy of the report, get someone 
else to read it through carefully 
and make comments. 

• Arrange for someone with good 
typing skills to prepare the final 
report. 

• Remember to follow the 
Association's style guidelines, 
which were printed in the 
November 1991 edition of Guid-
ing in Australia. 

The finished product 
With careful planning and prep-

aration your report can be made to 
look very professional without 
costing any more to produce. 

Discuss what format the report 
will take and inform everyone who 
is submitting a report about any 
special requirements. This will 
save time in the long run. Find out 
who can photocopy or print it. Can 
photographs be reproduced suc-
cessfully to add interest? Ask the 
girls for some designs for the 
cover. Consider using a different 
colour paper for the cover. 

The cover details should include 
the name of the district and the 
number of the report, for example,  

15th Annual Report of .... District. 
It is useful to include a 'district 

directory'. This should include: 
• Name, address and telephone 

number of all district personnel. 
• Address (and telephone number) 

of the guide hall or meeting 
place. 

• Meeting times. 
This information will be a useful 

reference for everyone in the dis-
trict and especially to new families 
who may have little or no idea of all 
that goes on in a district. 

Print sufficient copies for all 
families in the district. Extra 
copies may be sent to local coun-
cillors, Members of Parliament, 
other service organisations and to 
people who have helped the dis-
trict throughout the year. 

REMEMBER, people wll be 
encouraged to read the annual 
report if it is well presented. 

Australian public relations committee 
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The gumnuts at Woronora River, Sutherland, Anzac Day 1929. 

The first gumnuts? 
About six little girls who hoped one day to be brownies 

1st Sutherland Girl Guide Com-
pany, NSW, began on 21 Novem-
ber 1927 and our keenness 
excelled any brand of mustard. In 
those early days there was much 
to offer in bush lore and tracking, 
stalking, hikes, and these were our 
main interests. 

There were times when my 
patrol met at my home in Eton 
Street, Sutherland, to practise and 
expand our knowledge of guiding. 
It so happened, we had younger 
sisters who were always eager to 
accompany us. I possessed a 
book, Brownies and Bluebirds cost 
9d. (71/2  cents) and was able to 
keep my sister happy, teaching her 
all I could and hoping one day 
she'd be a brownie. 

By a strange coincidence my 
sister's friends always seemed to 
arrive at the same time as we 
guides were practising our guiding 
activities. They were very quiet 
and very attentive and taking in all 
we were doing. I had a strange 
feeling my sister was passing her 
knowledge to them. 

There came a time when I won-
dered, especially as I was a PL, 
just what I could do for these little 
girls as I was only 17 years old. But 
if girls in 1909 could do something 
... well . 

Approaching their mothers I 
asked would they allow them to 
come to my home each weekend 
and I'd tell them stories, play 
games and teach health and knots. 
It wasn't long before they wanted 
to form a club, have a name and 
dress alike. Mothers decided, 
'peace at all costs' and so a plain 
brown frock was made, tied at 
neck with brown ribbon, brown rib-
bon on hair and white socks. I 
further added brown bloomers! 

They then decided, as girl 
guides had birds and flowers on 
their uniforms for their patrols, 
they would be trees. However, I 
persuaded them to have some-
thing smaller perhaps and so they 
settled for their next choice — 
GUMNUTS! 

How wonderful to choose a 
name that was to become part of 
the Movement over 60 years later! 

On Anzac Day 1929 Sutherland 
held a procession to the War Mem-
orial. The old guides of 1st 
Sutherland marched with 1st 
Mortdale as Sutherland was in 
recess due to lack of a leader. 
Mortdale kindly lent us their 
colours and Lieutenant Neems was 
happy to accompany us when we 
were to place a wreath. I didn't 
realise that those little 'gumnuts' 
were around and, being very intelli-
gent, they decided they would 
place a wreath also. As usual the 
good mothers took them under 
their wings and all went well. 

The division commissioner, 
Roslyn Rutherford, attended and 
enquired, Who are these little girls 
in brown! I had to explain that they 
were sisters of our guides and 
their mothers are with them to 
place a wreath and that one day 
they hoped to be brownies. All  

dressed alike, too, replied our 
observant commissioner and I told 
her of our club at my home. I'm 
sure her heart went out to them 
and she said, Perhaps these little 
girls would like to march behind the 
guides and carry their wreath. 

This was almost too much for 
the gumnuts — to march with the 
guides! Poor me, I thought I'd be 
surely expelled! 

The `gumnuts' eventually joined 
1st Kogarah brownie pack where I 
was Tawny Owl and became real 
brownies. When I took over 1st 
Port Hacking Brownies in 1931, 
they came along too. 

Those six little girls were every 
bit as bright and eager as today's 
gumnut guides and certainly 
worthy members of the Move-
ment. Who could deny them the 
honour of being the first gumnuts? 

Peg Fenton 
Tharawal Trefoil Guild, 

New South Wales 
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Program ideas 	Law and Promise 

Games and Activities 

Mime the Promise 
Each girl, or group of girls, is 

given a clause of the Promise. 
They are given a short time to pre-
pare, and then they act out their 
clause in some way. Other girls 
could be given the opportunity to 
guess what part has been mimed. 

Lend A Hand 
Find an object starting with each 

letter of the motto. 

Laws In Colour 
Girls work in patrols. Each patrol 

is given ten small pieces of paper, 
each of a different colour. Through 
discussion in their patrols, the girls 
decide which colour they would 
pair with each of the Guide Laws 
and why. Patrols compare their 
ideas. 

Newspapers 
Using old newspapers or maga-

zines ask guides to find suitable 
headlines or articles relating to the 
Laws. They can then discuss their 
choices. 

International 
When the unit is having an inter-

national evening, make sure that 
as well as finding appropriate 
games and food, the girls find out 
about the Promise made by mem-
bers in each of the countries. They 
can then compare the different 
Promises with their own — this 
can lead to an interesting 
discussion. 

Walk A Mile In Another 
Girl's Shoes 

This kit contains many activities 
which help the girls to understand 
what it is like to be different. Many 
of the activities can be related to 
the Promise and Law. Mouth, 
eyes, ears, feet and hands. 

How can you use these parts of 
the body to obey the Laws? 
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Law Circle 
Guides are seated in a circle. 

One guide remains outside the 
circle. She chooses a law and then 
walks clockwise around the circle, 
tapping each guide on the 
shoulder as she recites that law. 
On the last word, the person 
tapped has to jump up and run 
around the circle to beat the first 
guide back to the vacant spot. The 
loser then has to start again with 
another law. 

Resource Material for 
Guides' Own 

Can be found in the guide or 
scout shop, bookshops, and within 
unit libraries and scrapbook col-
lections of prayers, readings, 
ideas and reflections. If your unit 
does not already have such a 
scrapbook why not start one 
today. 

Terri-Ann Stewart 
of Andrews Special 
School, 
Queensland, shows 
great delight after 
making the guide 
Promise. 

Themes For Guides' Own 
Wavelengths to God: find the 

various stations on the radio 
bands. Each station is broadcast-
ing something different and is on a 
different wavelength. In the same 
way God is waiting for us to tune 
into him at whatever stage in our 
spiritual life we may be. 

Autumn leaves: creation and 
God's plan. Leaves can be gath-
ered from the ground and 
rearranged to form the trefoil. 

Prayer 
0 God, help us 
to think wisely 
to speak rightly 
to resolve bravely 
to act kindly 
and to live purely. Amen. 
With Thanks — to all leaders who submitted 
the above ideas to Promise in Action, a 
special supplement to the state newsletter, 
Action, Tasmania. 
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BROWNIE BRIDGES 
As a brownie guide leader you 

will know that your responsibility is 
to offer the girl an exciting program 
which will make her want to come 
back week after week. But that it is 
only a PART of what is expected. 
Never consider your job well done 
until the girl has happily pro-
gressed to the next section, for 
enjoying brownie guides should go 
hand-in-hand with looking forward 
to going on to guides. 

The Canadian Guider states that 
'A brownie will be eager to go to 
guides if a strong bridge has been 
built for her all through her brownie 
days'. From the time a girl makes 
her Promise we must help her see 
the bridge ahead and encourage 
her to want to cross it. 
• Moving to guides should not be a 

step into the unknown but be 
seen as a natural progression. 
Make comments on what the 
guides are currently doing. The 
pack guide is invaluable to pass 
on information. Become used to 
saying, 'When you are a guide.' 

• Ensure the girls know the guide 
leaders. Ask them to visit the 
brownie unit to teach a skill, 
assess a badge, talk about 
something special, staff at the 
next brownie camp. 

• Encourage joint activities within 
the district so the girls feel at 
ease with other age-groups. 

• Ask guides to help at unit activi-
ties, revels or hikes. They often  

have special skills that will make 
your job easier! 

• Ask guides or ranger guides who 
have participated in internationa►  
or special events to visit the unit 
to share their enthusiasm. 

• Encourage girls to learn skills 
they can use at guides and tell 
them what else they can expect 
to learn and do there. 

• At parent meetings make men-
tion of the Link Badge and guide 
activities. It is often the parent 
who needs convincing that being 
a brownie is a stepping-stone to 
even greater things. 

• Never hold onto girls who are 
obviously ready to progress. 
This must be the greatest dis-
service we can pay them and 
through our reluctance to see 
them go we may lose them to the 
Movement altogether. She may 
even wish to return as a pack 
guide eventually and how won-
derful it will be to see her 
blossom and grow. 

• Encourage the guide leader to 
give you dates when Link girls 
will be welcome to visit. The 
more often the girl can visit the 
guide unit the more comfortable 
and enthused she will become. 

• Never forget to ask her to report 
back to the brownie meeting 
about the visits and look at the 
BRAG card with interest. 

• Let the guide leader know about 
the link girls and older brownies  

who would LOVE to be invited to 
special activities, such as the 
unit camp. 

• Encourage guide leaders to plan 
especially appropriate meetings 
when link visits are expected. 

• Once the girls wishes are known 
discuss it at the district meeting 
to plan the 'going on' ceremony. 
It can become another special 
guiding memory! 

• Invite the guide leader to a meet-
ing with the parents of the girls 
intending to go on. They may 
need educating about the 
similarities and differences they 
and the girls can expect. 
If after all this there are still girls 

reluctant to move on, ask them if 
they will complete one LAST chal-
lenge by going to guides for six 
weeks before FINALLY making up 
their minds. 

Or give their names and 
addresses to the guide leader who 
can then make contact personally. 
An invitation may not be accepted 
immediately, but after a break the 
answer may be different! Try this 
also with girls who leave the 
brownie unit before they are ten 
years old. 

Good luck with the bridge build-
ing! So often in guiding, 
co-operation and communication 
are the key to success. 

It may take a little effort — what 
good thing doesn't? 	

Anne Wilson 
Tasmania 

Promise of the century 
from the Pilbara region in the north-west of WA 

Because our guides numbered 
only two, we had been in recess for 
a term when we had the good 
news that we were to have three 
new recruits. 

The girls worked very hard on 
their pre-Promise challenges. 
Then Chris Elverd, the leader and 
her guiding daughter thought up 
this novel entertaining item which 
made the girls so excited about 
their Promise night. They showed 
their parents their knowledge of 
guiding in a special fun way. 

Kelly was the Tony Barber 
stand-in (in guide uniform of  

course) and Emma was the pretty 
assistant — also in uniform. The 
'panel' of recruits were seated 
opposite. The leader introduced 
1st Wickham Guides Promise of 
the Century!! 

Kelly then explained the rules of 
the game: twenty guiding ques-
tions to be asked of which each 
participant would need to achieve 
four correct answers thereby 
qualifying for the Promise 
ceremony. 

She then introduced her helpful 
assistant Emma, who halfway 
through the procedure showed the  

panel and audience the wonderful 
prizes to be gained. 

The panel were then asked to 
sound their buzzers — which was 
the best part. One guide had 
chosen MOO, another barked like 
a dog and so on. They were so 
funny trying to be heard first or 
loudest in answer to the questions. 

The questions were serious 
ones about guiding from the 
handbooks and they had learned 
them well. 

Frances Steiner 
Western Australia 
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Fri Sun 	Mon 	Tues Wed 	Thurs Sat 

1 2 3 4 5 
WA 

Trek 
a bout 

Tasmania continues Mullala 92 from 29 August to 6 Sept 

6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
EARTH 
WEEK 

Inter- 
national 

National 
Aboriginies 

Literacy Day 
Father's Day 

Day 

13 14 15 16 17 18 19 
Inter- Papua 

national New 
Day of Guinea 
Peace Indepen- 

dence Day 

20 21 22 23 24 25 26 

UN Peace Spring 
Day Eqinox 

27 
* 

28 
Queen's 

29 30 *Australian 
Event - WA 

Commissioners 
to 1 Oct 

# 
Birthday 

WA Clark Trophy - TAS 
Rosh Hashanah 

(Jewish New Year) # State Guide Camp - SA to 3 Oct 

The Children's Book Council announces its short list for 

Children's Book of the Year for 1992: 

Older Readers 
Change the Locks by Simon French 

	
Del-Del by Victor Kelleher 

Mandragora by David McRobbie 
	

Letters from the Inside by John Marsden 

The House Guest by Eleanor Nilsson 
	

Peter by Kate Walker 

Younger Readers 
Rain Stones by Jackie French 

	
Misery Guts by Morris Gleitsman 

The Wolf by Margaret Barbalet and Jane Tanner 
The Magnificent Nose and Other Marvels by Anna Fienberg and K Gamble 

Do Not Go Round the Edges by Daisy Utemorrah and P Torres 

The Sugar Gum Tree by Patricia Wrightson and D Cox 

There is also a Picture Book category - all winners in September GiA 



`0' Day 1992 
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Three brownies negotiating blindfold trail. 

Thanks to able instruction from members of the 
Bibbulman Orienteering Club no one was lost and it 
was really rewarding to see pairs of girls, especially in 
the younger age groups, consistently following trails, 
maps in hand. 

Satisfaction was theirs as they finally located a con-
trol point and recorded the code or punched their 
card. 

During the day girls also tested their skills on the fly-
ing fox, scramble nets, the high tower, rope bridges, 
guide transporter and blind folk walk. There were 
model ranger and guide campsites to visit, nature 
trails to walk and wonderful food to be tasted, cooked 
in new and innovative ways. Girls needing a quiet time 
tried 'nutty crafts'. 

Laughter and shouts of happiness echoed around 
Paxwold all day and even after so much activity it was 
all handed back to the birds around 4.00 pm having 
been left beautifully clean and neat. 

Grateful thanks to a large band of tireless workers, 
many from the Scout Association and the 
Orienteering Association, who with our own leaders 
made this special day possible. 

Thea Brown 
Western Australia 

`0' Gear, '0' Maps, '0' Courses '0' Day 

All orienteers know '0' is the common abbreviation 
for their sport or favourite recreation. Now guiding 
people in Western Australia are also familiar with 
'0' 

'0' Day 1992, 11 April, was the occasion of the 
launch of the new outdoor activities resource — the 
Paxwold Orienteering Map and Trim (permanent) 
Course. 

This multicoloured 1.10000 scale map was pro-
duced by the Girl Guides Association of WA with 
financial assistance from the Women in Sport Advis-
ory Council. Technical advice was given by the 
Orienteering Association and the fieldwork and car-
tography completed by Heather Bowler, a member of 
the OAWA. 

The day itself was bright and sunny, a perfect day 
for more than 300 gumnut guides, brownie guides, 
guides, rangers and leaders to have a go at 
orienteering — for most of them a totally new experi-
ence. At the same time hillsides previously unex-
plored were revealed with their glorious views and 
wonderful variety of vegetation — some of which was 
a bit too prickly for comfort! 

Bev Lockley an orienteering instructor advises girls on the tech-
niques of orienteering before setting out on the new mapped 
course. 
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YOUR 
VIEWS 

Marketing 
guiding to survive 

Alternative uniform for 
leaders 

There has been much comment 
about the so called new uniform. It 
should be pointed out to leaders 
that this 'new' uniform is an 
alternative. It is their choice. They 
can still wear the blue shirt and 
skirt or dress. It should be known 
as the 'print' alternative. There are 
many who dislike the print style. It 
suits tall slim ladies but not the not 
so slim. Maybe this could be an 
incentive to take more exercise 
and eat less of the non-essentials, 
improve our image for the sake of 
the girl guides and therefore look 
good in the 'print'. Short ladies 
should be encouraged to shorten 
the hem a little. One question being 
asked is why have figures of old 
fashioned looking girl guide 
people on a 'new' uniform? These  

figures do not appear to be popu-
lar. Some have commented the 
print shirt and skirt looks like a 
nightie and I agree. There is also 
comment that the material is not 
suitable for our hot climate and 
that it is not standing up well to 
laundering. May we hope that 
common sense will prevail and 
leaders' comments noted and 
some improvements made in the 
near future? Experts on manufac-
turing uniforms would surely come 
up with better answers than a 
fashion designer who obviously 
designs for people with model 
figures? 

S.E. 
New South Wales 

The introduction of the new 
modern uniform has certainly been 
well received by the public gener-
ally. Leaders too are appreciating 
the mix and match combinations 
and there's a feeling of pride as 
they step out in public. We are, in a 
sense, marketing ourselves and 
what we stand for. We're positive, 
we're going forward. 

Marketing our program is 
equally important because when 
you analyse it, unless we do this 
successfully everything else 
becomes irrelevant. 

We're aware that nationally we 
are experiencing the pain of an 
economic recession, and business 
is struggling to survive. As a gen-
eral rule the ones who will survive 
are the ones who have done their 
homework well, have anticipated 
the needs of the public and who 
have been prepared to be flexible 
and diversify. 

Now that may not sound as 
though it has much to do with guid-
ing at all, but make no mistake 
about it — it has. 

We too are in business — our 
product is excellent but the 
demands for that product through 
times of social and economic 
change will only be maintained if 
we are thoroughly prepared. 

Our program and training people 
are constantly monitoring the 
needs of our members and are 
always ready to listen to sugges-
tions or problems. They are ever 
conscious that we must keep pace 
with the present day needs of girls 
and leaders. As we promote our 
movement with our 'new look' let's 
also be alert for opportunities to 

The joy of giving 

Hear! Hear! Helen Campbell's 
article 'The Joy of Giving' in April 

	

issue has inspired me to voice my 	should have in hand a training pro- 

	

view. Yes, there is joy in giving and 
	

gram for public relations alone, 

	

yes, we should give the business 
	

that it is such an important and 

	

community and government the 	specialised area that we should be 

	

opportunity of supporting our 	prepared to put money into pro- 

	

great organisation. Helen is right, 	fessional training. Perhaps a 

	

we have a great product, if only we 	region team would consist of: 

	

knew how to sell it. It seems to me 	• A lobbyist in the area of business 
we have two choices: 	 or local government. 
• Stay as we are with a 'nice' 

	
• A special events organiser. 

	

image (but not too dynamic) and 
	

• Someone in charge of pam- 
struggling financially; or 	 phlets and materials needed for 

• become a little more pro- 	static displays. 
fessional in our management. 	• Photographer. 

	

The first choice sounds like 
	

First we need to get the mess- 

	

stagnation and the second, 	age to commissioners that this is 

	

growth. Underlying all of this is PR, 	the way to go, that it is acceptable 

	

the crucial link between us and the 	and essential for each region to 

	

outside world. PR seems to be the 
	

have a good PR team with a 

	

most neglected area in the Girl 
	

reasonable budget and good 
Guides Association possibly training. 

	

because we are not trained for it. 	We all know and appreciate that 

	

The skills needed to run a unit 
	

the aims and principles of the Girl 

	

meeting or be a commissioner, are 
	

Guides Association is a sound 

	

largely an extension of a woman's 
	

basis for living which is a good 

	

existing natural skills. Our training 	contribution to the making of 

	

program serves to bring out these 
	

future good citizens. More people 

	

natural abilities and make good 
	

need to know of this if our Move- 

	

use of them. But PR is not some- 	ment is to grow, and if we want to 

	

thing that is inherent in us. Not one 	make more of a contribution to the 

	

of our ordinary living skills. I 
	

world. 

	

believe very strongly that we 	 Joyce Baker, ACT 

The views expressed on this page are not necessarily those of the Girl Guides Association. 
The editor reserves the right to edit any item received for publication. Your opinion is welcomed but 

please keep your comments brief — max 200 words. 
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A personal 
insight 

promote our program for girls and 
the training opportunities we offer 
for women. 

Guiding's Great! We know it —
let's sell it. 

Barbara Mitchinson 
Western Australia 

(This letter is written in response to 
the Program and Training Confer-
ences when delegates were 
exhorted to contribute to GiA — or 
else!!) 

While hanging out the washing I 
was thinking of all that guiding 
gives me. Outside of guiding 
events, I have undertaken no rec-
ognised formal adult education 
since my marriage 32 years ago. 
Oh, an exception is a religious 
instruction teacher's course, and 
here guiding experience gained 
me exemption from part B which 
was to do with ways of enlivening 
learning such as making aids, 
music and running games! 

As a mother I have taken an 
active interest in my children's 
education at the local school and 
as a farmer's wife I regularly attend 
seminars and field days on a var-
iety of agriculture related topics. 

Recently my husband while a 
councillor on the local shire was 
grappling with considerable mis-
understanding regarding a method 
for controlling water entering our 
small country town and the effects 
of noticeably elevated water table 
and increased salinity. Looking at 
the problem, it had been tackled 
properly, but because of poor 
communication, inappropriate 
choice of title and no formalisation  

of the problem solving strategy, 
people had been getting a partial 
picture and some were quite emot-
ive about the issue. 

As we were talking in bed in the 
wee small hours, it occurred to me 
that guiding has given me the skills 
to analyse situations, to think care-
fully about the choice of words, to 
act as a constructive group mem-
ber and the confidence to speak 
out when it is appropriate. 

At trainings and conferences I 
have learned so much more than 
`how to take brownies'. It has kept 
me in touch with teenage and com-
munity problems: drugs, suicide, 
environmental issues, women's 
problems on the world scene and 
lots more. It gives me the foun-
dation for the acceptance of other 
people and the ability to seek the 
beauty in them. Guiding gives me 
direction for spiritual growth ( it's 
great to gather material for a 
Guides' Own). 

I love the network of women, 
busy, innovative, caring and fun 
filled. I know the theory of time 
management and apply it when I 
must. Life offers so many interest-
ing options that I sometimes get 
sidetracked. Guiding certainly 
stops you from turning into a cab-
bage — (though sometimes it 
would be nice for just a little 
while). 

It certainly offers challenges (I'm 
in the throes of planning a training 
event) and rewards. It really is 
fun! 

Why am I writing this — in the 
throes of planning a training week-
end and the washing machine has 
finished its cycle? As I've said, I 
sometimes get sidetracked! 

Lyn Baxter 
Morawa, 

Western Australia 

What is a girl? 
She is the person who is going 

to carry on what you have 
started in the world. 

She is going to sit where you 
are sitting and when you are 
gone, attend to those things 
you think are so important. 

She is going to take over your 
committees, your home and 
school, your sports club, your 
sewing circle, your coffee 
meetings. 

You can adopt all the policies 
you please, but how they are 
carried out in her age will 
depend on her. 

She is going to marry your son 
and she is going to rock the 
cradle of your grandchild. 

She is going to share in the 
control of your town, your 
city, your nation. 

She is going to have a voice in 
your school, your guide 
activities, your churches, 
universities and corporations. 

She is going to be in charge of 
your gardens, your forests, 
wildlife parks and nature 
reserves and all your natural 
resources. 

How she pursues a full and 
rewarding life depends on the 
direction she is following now. 

Her individual search for 
happiness will be determined 
by the set of values she is 
amassing now. 

All your work is going to be 
judged, praised and 
condensed by her. 

Her future is in your hands. But 
your reputation, your life and 
your old age are in her 
hands. So it is well to pay 
some attention and to give 
her some of your hands 
NOW. 
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Queensland 
COO-EE 

From the state 
commissioner: 

Doesn't guiding provide us with 
interesting and varied experiences? I 
spent Saturday afternoon clinging to the 
rear of a golf buggy with a ranger aide on 
each side holding on to me over the 
bumps and up the hills. No, I was not 
playing golf. I was accompanying our 
retiring State president, Lady Campbell 
round the activities at a guide and scout 
rally held in the grounds of Government 
House. It was a great day and a wonderful 
example of the way guiding and scouting 
can be seen working together without 
losing their individual identities. There 
were a range of activities. Joey scouts 
and gumnut guides through to rovers and 
rangers all participated with gusto. The 
day finished with a short but moving 
ceremony to say thank you to a charming 
couple who have supported both  

organisations during the past seven years. 
Other experiences this month have 
included the presentation of a B-P 
Emblem to an extension guide, opening 
a guide and scout shared hut, presenting 
Gang Show scarves and a brief visit to 
Monto and Gayndah. We had a very 
meaningful thanksgiving service forAnn 
Millhouse at Kindilan ( where Ann did 
her training diploma assessment). The 
service was held near the chapel with a 
view of the lake on a beautiful afternoon. 
I have attended the AGM for the Scout 
Association and functions held by The 
National Council of Women and Victoria 
League to farewell Lady Campbell. On 
all these occasions, the new uniform has 
been the subject of interested and positive 
comment. We really stand out and are 
recognised which surely has to be a real  

plus for the Association. During August, 
the 'Lift Off" Outreach Road train will be 
travelling through Outback Queensland. 
If it comes to your town be sure to visit it 
in uniform as we are supporting this 
national community volunteer program. 
My next message will be written on the 
road as I leave very soon for a three week 
trip taking in Mt Isa and Weipa. Yet 
more opportunities to meet you all and 
enjoy further interesting and varied 
experiences. 

Ann Fletcher 

STOP PRESS: Mrs Leneen Forde, 
Governor of Queensland has accepted 
the position of State President. 
Welcome to our new President. 

c? 

cs, C;) p 
On 30 May, Nora Carr 
passed suddenly and 

, 	quietly away. Asa leader, 
commissioner, LA adviser and committee 
member, Nora was known for her high 
moral standard and values, warmth, 
kindness, enthusiasm and patience. While 
equipment secretary for approximately 
26 years, Nora took the shop to the country 
- a most successful enterprise. 

On the Move 
Happy travelling to assistant brownie 
leader Michelle Nicoll of Jepara 
Region who, with Jennifer Mountford 
(NSW), leaves soon to represent Australia 
at the Asia Pacific Symposium, Todays 
Challenge - Our Future, in Tokyo. 

Congratulations to brownie leader, 
Christine Haag of Ipswich who has been 
selected to be an Australian participant at 
Women in Today's World at Sangram, 
our World Centre in India in November 
1992. 

News from the Extension Adviser 
The Downfall Creek Bushland Centre, 
one of the protected tracks of bushland in 
the Brisbane Area now has a new addition, 
a senses trail. I was privileged to be 
invited to the opening by the Lord Mayor. 
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This walking track has been specifically 
designed to enable people who are blind 
to experience the bushland of the Raven 
Street Reserve using all of the senses but 
sight. Cassette tapes with headphones 
give detailed information about the trail. 
Seven special stops on the trail are 
indicated by seven timber sleepers. Each 
pillar has its number in braille next to the 
engraved number. 
A wonderful idea for any units thinking 
of integrating a blind girl into their unit or 
just to help our girls gain a better 
understanding of blindness. Blindfolds 
could also be used. 

Margaret Bunker 

Around the State ... 
• In Stanthorpe, Kambu Ranger 
Guides enjoyed a fun night driving cars 
they had made from cardboard boxes. 
There was even a driving licence test, 
including one for drivers under the 
influence of alcohol. What a great way to 
learn about safe driving habits. 
• 1st Caboolture Guides and their 
mothers enjoyed a wonderful camp 
together. The wide game was particularly 
interesting, especially treating and 
transporting the patrol leaders who has 
suspected fractured legs - everyone except 
the Pl2s were blindfolded! Sounds like 
a good idea, try it some time.  

• An air activities day at Archerfield 
was enjoyed by 1st Boondall Brownies. 
Crafts, games and a wonderful flight 
over Brisbane were all very much 
appreciated. 
• In Townsville, guides, ranger guides 
and junior leaders assisted each night 
with the Sunset Ceremony during the 
Coral Sea Celebrations. Members also 
took part in the parade. 
• Still in Townsville, Sunsmart was 
launched on a warm, sunny day. Perfect 
weather to highlight the dangers of skin 
cancer in the tropics. Sue Devine, an 
educator with the Queensland Cancer 
Fund, launched the Sunsmart book and 
congratulated the Association on its 
involvement in educating young people. 
To reinforce the message, ranger guides 
painted the faces with coloured zinc 
cream. This opportunity to experience 
sun protection with a difference was 
enjoyed by all, even an adventurous 
grandmother. 
• Bardsley Charlton Division 
Gumnut Guides celebrated their first 
birthday with a party. Former gumnut 
Guides who have advanced to brownies 
were invited, along with members of 
Binalong Trefoil Guild. All were asked 
to bring a favourite teddy bear or cuddly 
toy. One trefoil member brought along a 
beautifully dressed 60 year old doll. 



Hospitality to Canadians 

Our district was very excited at the 
prospect of providing hospitality for 
two leaders and four guides from 
Canada. There was much planning and 
the visitors were delighted with the 
result. 
It was a hectic four days fitting in visits 
to places such as Allansford Cheese 
World, Tower Hill at Warrnambool, the 
studio of Robert Ulmann and a day in 
the Grampians. 
An evening trip along the Great Ocean 
Road to Port Campbell viewing all the 

places of interest was spectacular, 
especially with the swifts and mutton 
birds flying in at dusk. The region 
campfire was attended by 75 people, 
learning and sharing new songs, dances 
and craft. At their request, the visitors 
were introduced to cricket! There were 
other expeditions and of course, meeting 
our native animals was included. 
We travelled over 1300 km in a few 
days and it was certainly a highlight of 
my guiding career and very rewarding. 
I hope I can do the same again one day. 

Daphne Drake 
District leader; Allansford. 

From the state 
commissioner: 

It was with a great deal of pleasure, I 
inform you that Mrs Lesley McGarvie, 
wife of our Governor, His Excellency Mr 
Richard E McGarvie, has accepted our 
invitation to be our State President. 
As Mrs McGarvie was fortunate enough 
to have been a guide in her youth, she is 
looking forward to renewing contact with 
that guiding spirit we all know and 
appreciate. Our new President's 
introduction and welcome is planned for 
1 August at the All Adult gathering and 
Victoria Youth Forum. 

During the past month, we had the sad 
passing of Margaret Mellor, another lady 
who was loved and respected by so many. 
She will be missed by the Victorian 
Association and her many friends. 
The B-P presentations at headquarters 
with the new format proved successful. 
The parents do appreciate being part of 
the girls' special day. 
Just prior to going up to Leitchville for a 
special dinner, I a ttended the first morning 
of the State Trainers Weekend held at 
The Basin. I could tell from the 
atmosphere right from the start that it was 
going to be a productive weekend. 
This last weekend has been rather a party 
time. Saturday, I was part of the 120 
trefoil guilders who gathered at 
Dandenong Guide Hall to say thank you 
to June Pobjoy as she completes five 
years as Trefoil Guide Adviser. 
During the afternoon we presented June 
with a Wattle Award in recognition of 
her many years of serviceas leader, trainer 
and adviser. June, in turn, presented her 
father with a Thanks Badge for his  

wonderful support. 
Congratulations Eumemmering Trefoil 
Guild - a great party. 
Saturday night was Bayside Showtime, 
another great show with a large number 
of new members in the cast - well done! 
Sunday, the party goes on. Dromana 
district celebrated 60 years., Many 
members and friends gathered to join in 
the party with singing, skits, displays and 
memories. As Dromana is my home 
town, I was very much part of the 
reminiscing. 
One Tuesday night last month, I attended 
the Country Women's Association of 
Victoria's Annual Meeting and official 
opening of their 64th State Conference. 
Their conference theme was The 
Challenge is Now As I sat and listened 
I could not help mentally listing the things 
we have in common - perhaps that 
accounts for the number of guiding folk 
involved in CWA as well as guiding and 
the excellent way the meeting was 
conducted. 

Dorothy Woolley 

Victoria 
MATILDA 

The Brownie Virus 
Have you heard of the latest virus that 
seems to strike seven to eleven year olds 
in brownies? Well, it is called help 
attack. Help attacks seem to occur only 
during fun epidemics and are 
characterised by an eager offer to help. It 
then runs a course of cheerfully carrying 
out the tasks set. 
Huey Miin Tan,lst Hobson 's Bay brownies 

News from the PR Department 
August is here already - good luck with 
whatever you have planned to assist the 
Association with fund raising. Do not 
forget that there are prizes to be won by 
units for the best ideas using the theme of  

G - write to Gabby Guide by 30 
September. 
Try to take your fund raising effort out 
into the community. It is another great 
way to promote public awareness. 

Jennie Bowles 
PR adviser 

Thought for the Month 
The most important single influence in 
the life of a person is another person. We 
may say to our children: here is art, 
science, philosophy, music, religion -
and we may open innumerable doors 
along the corridor of living so that they 
will have a broad and even a minute 
acquaintance with the segments of life: 
but these introductions are not as 
important as knowing people whose 
characters and actions, personalities and 
words have grown after similar 
introductions and have become worthy 
of emulation. 
From: Thoughts for everyday living 
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New South Wales 
The WARATAH 

From the state 
commissioner: 

Bourke, Cobar, Tibooburra, Warren and 
Nyngan - these are places we city dwellers 
know as being extremely dry or very wet. 
We have little concept of the vast distances 
between towns, yet they form our Western 
region. The land currently stricken by 
drought is harsh and unwelcoming, but 
the welcome to Ros Parsons, 
Development adviser and me was warm 
and friendly. Many leaders in this region 
travel enormous distances, some as many 
as 180 km to attend unit meetings allowing 
girls the opportunity to experience 
guiding. Nyngan is looking to the future;  

the nightmare floods are but a memory. 
The Nyngan brownies very proudly 
showed us their new hall with its lovely 
timber cupboards and wall panelling. The 
School of the Air at Tibooburra with its 
radio equipment allows girls from the 
towns and stations to enjoy unique unit 
meetings. We were delighted, as indeed 
were the girls, to meet the new leader, 
Linda. Questions flowed and 'can we 
do's' followed. I'm sure guiding will 
continue to challenge the girls in 
Tibooburra. Thank you, Western region, 
for sharing your part in NSW. 

Thursday 17 September 
World Day of Peace 

Could we all focus, for this day, on global 
peace? Let there be peace on Earth and 

let it begin with me" - familiar words. 
Surely if 8 million guides and girl scouts 
sought to live peacefully in their homes, 
schools, and workplaces, it would make 
a wonderful impact on world peace! 

Remember - 
lam but one but I am one 

Each one CAN make a difference. 

June Mathews 

Annual General Meeting 

An invitation is extended to everyone 
involved or interested in the Girl Guides 
Association (New South Wales) to attend 
the Annual General Meeting. 
It will be held at 

The Masonic Centre 
corner of Goulburn and 

Castlereagh Streets, Sydney 
Thursday, 17 September. 

The meeting will commence at 7:45pm. 
Tea, coffee and light refreshments will 
be available. 

State Appointments 

Junior Leader Consultant 
Nominations are called for the position 
of junior leader consultant which 
becomes vacant from 31 January, 1993. 
Information can be obtained from the 
training adviser and application forms 
for the position can be obtained from 
Guide House. 
Nominations close 31 August, 1992. 

Trefoil Guild Adviser 
Nominations are also called for the 
position of trefoil guild adviser which 
becomes vacant 31 December, 1992. 
Information can be obtained from the 
state secretary and application forms for 
the position can be obtained from Guide 
House. 
Nominations close 30 September, 
1992. 
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News from here and there 
Having trouble dreaming up new fund 
raising ideas? 
Mid South Coast Region sell cowpats 
and leeches! 
The cowpats from this dairy region are 
made from modelling clay and come 
with the all-important ribbon for 
attachment to camp hats, whilst the 
leeches which are inserted into plastic 
tubes and sealed may also adorn the 
classier camp chapeaux. Minnamurra 
District have also collected the local 
leeches, reputed to be the best in the 
southern hemisphere for CSIRO research. 

***** 

Mid-west Region's Lachlan Division 
enjoyed their annual rally and revels at 
Peak Hill Showgrounds. Guides, 
brownies, leaders and parents travelled 
from Parkes, Condobolin and West 
Wyalong to join the day's adventure. 
Most popular activities were the racing 
chariots and a flying fox which had been 
constructed in a farm workshop by one of 
the parents. Lachlan Division's message 
after such a great day to support groups, 
parents, townspeople alike - 

Guiding's for you in '92 
Support it and keep it there for 

the girls of 2002. 

The Coonabarabran Times published an 
extensive report on the weekend visit of 
the State development committee to the 
area recently - to rekindle the flame of  

guiding. Cr Patricia Poole, 
Coonabarabran Shire President, joined 
participants from many parts of the state 
at a special dinner. A Guides Own in the 
Warrumbungles, a visit to Siding Spring, 
the modelling of the alternative leaders' 
uniform and the launch of Orana 
Region's scarf and flag ensured that the 
Fires Burning theme was an appropriate 
one for the weekend. 

The Hills and NW Metropolitan 
Regions celebrated the 12th anniversary 
of their brownie cottage and campsite 
Carawah recently. This beautiful six 
hectares of bushland is a continuing 
source of pride to the regions, with some 
of the early committee members still 
being involved in its maintenance. 
Carawah is an aboriginal word meaning 
`many birds sit down here' rather an apt 
double meaning they feel. 

MAKE JOTA FUN FOR YOU IN '92 
17 and 18 October will be JOTA 

weekend for 1992 and, if you would like 
any assistance, please contact me: 

Faye McBryde 
NSW State Radio Activities Consultant 

23 Maralinga Avenue 
Elanora Heights, 2101 
Phone: (02) 913 3273. 

Remember all callsigns have to be 
applied for each year 

BEFORE 1 September. 



From the state 
commissioner: The COURIER 

Western Australia 
At the presentation of B-P Awards in 
May, our new state standard was 
dedicated by our Chaplain Margaret 
Zayan. It was exciting to see it in use for 
the first time, with the new world badge 
in bright gold on the familiar blue ground. 
It was in 1946 that the World Conference 
agreed on our symbols of unity which 
formed the basis of our world badge. I 
remember when they first became 
available - I was a guide and we were all 
given one. I went to a school which 
demanded strict uniform but one non-
uniform item we were permitted to wear 
on our school blazers was the guide world 
badge. I wonder how many girls would  

wear the world badge today, as it was 
intended, to tell everyone that you 
belonged to the girl guides and were 
proud of it. 
The new badge contains the same 
symbolism as the old; the golden trefoil 
on a blue ground representing the sun 
shining on children all over the world, 
the three leaves of the trefoil representing 
the threefold promise we all make, the 
curve of the flame at the base to represent 
the flame of the love of mankind and the 
compass needle above, pointing the way. 
The two stars represent the Promise and 
the Law, the set of values which provide 
a firm pathway through life. 

Apart from the inclusion of the numbat, 
the same state symbols are there - the 
black swan and the kangaroo paw. Then 
representing the widespread regions of 
the state are the emu and the kangaroo, 
the red flowering gum, Sturt's desert pea, 
the leschenaultia and the blackboy, and 
three tents and a campfire for our favourite 
guiding activities. 
The beautiful new standard was made by 
Maureen Hislop and embroidered by a 
former guide leader, Joy Holman whose 
brother-in-law Max Sheppard drew the 
design. Their work will be admired by 
many generations of future guides. Thank 
you. 

Marion Nairn 

Western Australia's new 
state standard unfurled 

FAREWELL TO ANN 
At the same time as the memorial service 
was being held in Adelaide, Western 
Australian leaders and friends of Ann 
Millhouse gathered at Paxwold to say 
their personal goodbyes. 
It was held in the outdoor chapel as Ann 
would have loved it to be, with gum trees 
surrounding and the sound of the birds 
calling. 
Although storm clouds were brewing the 
frequent sun bursts lit the valley from the 
chapel. 
ForMargaret Zayan it was her first service 
as our chaplain; for those who attended it 
was a lovely way to farewell someone 
who had given so much to guiding in 
Australia. 

Heard on the Grapevine 

ABC's Peter Holland on his Sunday 
morning garden program was heard to 
refer to "apprentice brownies" - later 
coming back to explain to the public that 
they were in fact, gumnut guides. 

Batavia Rangers really made them sit 
up and take notice at Baja '92, run by the  

Scouts. As the very first all female team 
to take part in the gruelling event, they 
not only finished the course but were in 
the first few in overall placings much to 
the surprise (and consternation) of their 
male competitors. They competed in 
such events as drag race, reversing race, 
hill climb, night navigation and much 
more. They can't wait for 1993! 

***** 
Love this one. A father in the guide shop 
methodically working his way through a 
list of 'must haves' for his daughter's 
first camp was taking things fairly calmly 
and didn't even baulk at paying for a 
camp blanket UNTIL helpful staff 
showed him how to cut a hole in it. That 
did it! Pay that much for a blankets° she 
can cut a hole in it? You're joking! 
Fortunately a picture in a copy of From a 
Flicker to a Flame explained it all. 
According to staff the expression on his 
face was priceless - and no wonder. 

***** 
Love the overheard line of teddy bears in 
Guide House and the St John Ambulance 
people are pretty pleased too. The 
response to the challenge for girls and 
leaders to make teddy bears for children  

travelling in ambulances 
is encouraging, but lots 
more are needed still.. 

Do you feel this page is a bit light on 
this month? Could be because we 
haven't heard from YOU! 
If you enjoy reading this column 
(after all, you're reading it now )what 
about sending a small item? A phone 
call or scribbled note will do - we'll 
do the rest. 

A Special Occasion 
The annual AGM, presentation of awards 
and dinner was held in June at 
Government House ballroom and thanks 
to Mary Davies and her team the evening 
was a great success. 
The Governor of Western Australia, Sir 
Francis Burt presented awards to six 
Queens Guides and a number of leaders 
followed by a very special presentation 
of the Starof Merit to Cheryl Murray, our 
former guide adviser. 
Cheryl's courage, positive attitude and 
cheerfulness in fighting her own personal 
battle has been, and continues to be, an 
inspiration to us all. She epitomises the 
spirit of guiding - it was a privilege to 
share her special moment. 
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South Australia 
ADVENTURING 

From the state 
commissioner: 

A BIG thank you to everyone who helped 
out with the early biscuit promotion. It 
was a most successful exercise and has 
given us the opportunity, once again, to 
be seen in the community and to receive 
advertising support in the media. We had 
several enquiries from parents about 
prospective members, which was a very 
positive response. 
A belated welcome to Helen Klose who 
started as guide adviser in June. Helen 
has been involved in guiding for a great 
many years and brings a wealth of 
experience to her new role. Helen has a 
commitment to developing the patrol  

system within guide section. The guide 
advisers discussed this at the Program 
Conference in January, so there will be 
an Australia-wide effort to find new ways 
to improve this integral part of our 
program. 
Warmest thanks to Gloria Wright for her 
work as guide adviser over the past four 
years; she has given wonderful service to 
guide section and has also made an 
invaluable contribution as a member of 
the program and executivecommittees. I 
know that Gloria will continue to inspire 
guide leaders through her involvement in 
training. 

Preparations for State Camp are well 
underway. My best wishes to all involved 
for a successful event. The program 
sounds very interesting, with something 
to appeal to everyone; I am sure it will be 
a great camp. I will be in WA during chat 
week at the Australian Commissioners' 
event which also promises to be both 
interesting and enjoyable. 

I like this quote I found recently: 
Of all the things you wear, your 
expression is the most important. 

Mandy Macky 

BITS 'N PIECES 
Those people with acting, singing and 
dancing talents have the opportunity to 
flaunt them in the next couple of months. 
Carry on Guides is on 4,5 and 9 to 12 
September with evenina

b 
 performances 

(8pm) on the 4, 9 and 12 September and 
daytime matinees on both Saturdays, 5 
and 12 September . Tickets are available 
from Shedley Theatre, Elizabeth. 

***** 

Less than a month later, the 1992 season 
of Adelaide Gang Show opens at the 
Scott Theatre in Kintore Avenue. The 
season runs from Monday to Saturday, 5 
to 10 October with evening performances 
on all of these nights as well as a Saturday 
matinee on the 10 October. Check Magpie 
for booking forms. 

Please encourage girls, parents and 
friends to attend these two shows or take 
your unit along. They're a great 
opportunity to see some very talented 
people perform and a fabulous 
inexpensive night's entertainment. 

***** 
State Camp is almost upon us and I hope 
everyone will enjoy the week and the 
interesting and challenging program. The 
camp runs from Sunday 27 September to 
Saturday 3 October. The camp will 
include a ranger breakfast, Guides Own, 
an all day hike and a 24 hour off-site 
activity where girls will be able to ride 
motorbikes, go iceblocking and more. 
Brownies will be able to visit the camp 
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and see what guides is all about on a 
special visiting day ( check with your 
region to find out the date of their visiting 
day.) 

***** 
The games competition is proving 
interesting. prizes are on the way to the 
first winners. At the end of the 
competition the best games will be 
published in GiA, to be shared with 
Australia and beyond. 

***** 

Plans for the guide summer adventure 
camp are beginning to take shape. 
Activities will include horse riding, water 
activities and other surprises. Please ask 
girls if they would like to spend four 
January days with other guides from 
around the state. 

Helen Klose 
Guide adviser 

News from the Midland Region 

Leaders' retreat : 
11 - 13 September 

Bugaree Station, Clare. 
This is the first time Midlands has had a 
leaders' retreat and it should be a very 
relaxing weekend. 

Brownie Boondoggle : 
31 October 

Burra Duckpond 
Brownies will;1 have to find their lunch 
along a Wish Bone Trail and there will be 
lots of activities in the afternoon, 
including apple bobbing and a broomstick 
relay. This great public relations exercise 
will culminate in a magic show with a 
real magician!! 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Make a Sturt Pea Magnet or Brooch 
Materials needed: 

green and red felt 
3 X 1 cm black pompoms 

magnet or brooch pin 
craft glue 

1. Enlarge the pattern to appropriate 
size, cut three petals in red felt and one 
leaf in green felt 
2. Hold the sides of the petals together 
where the X is and glue or stitch in place 
3. Glue a pompom into the hollow of the 
petal 
4. Glue a magnet or brooch pin onto the 
back of the green leaf 
5. Glue three petals to the green leaf 



TERRITORY TALES 

Dates for Your Diary 

Date 	Event 
	

Section 
	

Venue 
AUGUST 
22 	Camperaft 
	

All 
	

Darwin 
23 	Abseiling 
	

All 
	

Alice Springs 
28-30 	Field Officer 

	
All 
	

Katherine 

SEPTEMBER 
7-8 	Field Officer 

	
All 
	

Jabiru 
16-21 	Field Officer 

	
All 
	

Alice Springs/Tennant Creek 
25-27 	Leadership 3 

	
All 
	

Darwin 

OCTOBER 
TBA 	State PL Planning 
21-25 	Field Officer 
28 	Christmas Ideas 
Refer to TOOWONG for further details 

Guides 
All 
All 

Darwin 
Groote/Gove 

Darwin 

COCKATOO 

	Northern Territory From the state 
commissioner: 

A very lovely tree planting ceremony 
was held in memory of Ann Millhouse 
AM at Guide Headquarters on Friday 29 
May. Three youth members helped me 
plant a beautiful Top End gum. This tree 
has spectacular red flowers - a fitting 
tribute to Ann's love of nature and the 
ranger section. A plaque stands at the 
base of the tree: 

In memory of 
Mrs Ann Millhouse AM 

Chief Commissioner 
1988 -1991 

I was invited to Darwin Division Revels 
and Field Day on Sunday 31 May. The 
theme for our day of fun was Mini 
Olympics. All sections were there 
representing countries from around the 

Thank you to Cheryl Flynn for a great 
Revels and Field Day from all sections in 
the Top End. It was a great PR exercise 
for us all and I'm sure new members will 
be gained. 

Guiding was well represented in the 
Bougainvillea Parade in Darwin recently., 
The theme was Creatures of the Tropics 
and we took this opportunity to be the NT 
guiding symbol of the black cockatoo, 
the girls looked really great in. their 
costumes. 

Monkani Ranger Guides are planning 
an abseiling day with the help of the NT 
Police Task Force; this will be a first for 
many of the girls and certainly a first for 
the two leaders. 

world. 
A competition was held between units 
for the best decorated site and the best 
dressed unit. 
The grand parade was spectacular, it was 
very difficult for the judges to choose a 
winner. The ranger guides represented 
the USA and guess what they wore? Yes, 
their shorts from STARS! 
Support groups provided delicious 
lunches and ice cups were sold to boost 
the Jumbunna Travel Fund. 
A range of challenging activities kept the 
girls busy during the afternoon. Even the 
leaders had a chance to show off their 
skills at knot tying and hanging out the 
washing with garments being made from 
newspaper. There were weird and 
wonderful shapes on the washing line. 
It was great to see guides and leaders 

I've Never Seen a Famous Brownie 
Lisa was 7 and a half years old. She 
wanted to learn ballet and also become a 
brownie. She'd been to the ballet, and 
seen the dancers on the stage in their 
beautiful costumes. Her best friend 
Rachel was a brownie. Lisa had heard 
about all the exciting activities that 
brownies did and had even been with 
Rachel to a brownie meeting. 
Mum said Lisa had to choose between 
brownies and ballet because she couldn't  

from the mining township of Jabiru also 
there, they represented Wales and 
received a certificate for their lovely 
costumes. 
Our day concluded with the presentation 
of prizes and certificates and the singing 
of the gumnut guide goodbye song, 
Brownie Bells and Taps. 
Thank you to our OAAC Cheryl Flynn 
for the many hours of planning and 
organising and thank you to everyone for 
supporting a great day. 
I was pleased to read in a report from 
Katherine District that four guides and a 
leader will be attending the Queensland 
State Camp. What a wonderful 
opportunity it will be for our members to 
share their outdoor skills and make new 
guiding friends. 

Sue Ride 

do both. Lisa thought long and hard; it 
was a difficult decision. Eventually she 
told her mum she would do ballet because 
she'd 'never seen a famous brownie'. 
I feel this has implications on the way we 
promote and advertise guiding. How 
many 6,7,10 and 15 year olds have the 
same view? I'm sure many women who 
are well known throughout Australia have 
been in guiding at some stage. Why 
don't we use them? 

Sue Chilman 
Gumnut guide adviser, NT 
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Tasmania 
The PLATYPUS 

From the state 
commissioner: 

May has been a month of achievement 
for several of our members. Seven girls 
received the Queen's Guide certificates 
from the State president, Lady Bennett at 
Government House. One of the Queen's 
Guides, Katie Ord, has been selected as 
the second recipient of the Toni Miller 
Memorial Challenge. 
Tam'resk ranger guides hosted a very 
successful state youth forum in 
Launceston just after I returned from the 
Australian Executive meeting in Sydney. 
One recommendation from the forum 
was to establish an ongoing state youth  

body with representation from each 
division. Hopefully the body will be able 
to hold its first meeting soon and I urge 
all younger members to have input into 
who your division representative is and 
how she gets to know your views. 
1st Huonville brownie guides and 1st 
New Town guides celebrated their 30th 
birthdays. 
Three junior leaders were presented with 
theirjuniorleadercertificates at the formal 
dinner during their weekend in 
Launceston. 
The decision was also made to Celebrate  

with Hobart during the city's 
sesquicentennial celebrations and to 
invite cubs, scouts and other children to 
join with brownie guides and guides in 
activities which appeal to our members 
today. It shows what a fantastic guiding 
team we have, to be able to put on such 
an event with the co-operation of the 
Scout Association injust three months. I 
am sure 15 August will be an exciting 
day to remember and another in a highly 
successful line of achievements. 

Anne Brown 

PLATY PATTER 

Huonville guides recently completed a 
fence rail design patchwork quilt entitled 
The Hidden Path which now adorns one 
of the sitting room walls in the local 
nursing home, Eldercare, at Franklin. 
With assistance from leaders and mothers, 
the quilt took three months to complete. 

More recently Huonville guides and 
brownies held a combined International 
Night where Japanese ladies, Indian 
princesses, Malaysian gent lewomen and 
African peasant girls served fine 
international cuisine to their guests and 
then entertained them with international 
songs and games. During the course of 
the evening, the state commissioner 
presented 1st Huonville Guide Unit with 
a cheque for their efforts in selling the 
most guide biscuits per guide in Tasmania 
in 1991. 
Well done, girls! This all took place 
amidst a hall brightly decorated with 
blue and yellow balloons and streamers, 
displaying an array of posters of guides 
and brownies around the world. 
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HOBART SESQUICENTARY 

If you have been keeping up with the 
Action for May, June and July, you will 
already know that Saturday 15 August is 
an historical occasion for Hobart: its 
sesquicentary. 

We have been given the opportunity to 
make a contribution to this special day 
and 

Celebrate with Hobart. 

We'll combine with the scouts in a grand 
parade which will be followed by a day 
of fun activities, mainly in the Princes 
Wharf area. 

There will be a souvenir program and 
badge and we hope that as many of you as 
possible, with your families, will join in 
the fun. Everyone will be welcome. 

If you live in Hobart, BE THERE! 
Such an occasion is not to be missed. 

Maly Thomas 
SPRAT 

Brownsea Island 
Wall Appeal. `. 

e.  

The am ount of money sent_tirough 
Austxa inn headquarters for this 

fallowing letter. See GiA March 1992 

appeal vas S28:4'7 • 
We haVireCeiVed aletter of thanks: 

• as:follows:. ..- :•••••:.:.:.-
"Will yort please

-  
thank .alt 
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donation
•  
but 

.•.•.•..• 	• .. 	• 	..:.• 
:icirthe time and 

.•.•. 	-.•.•.. 	•.•. 	. • 	.• • 
:Whiek:ik:nOttakeit . 	account .'• 

when it :comes:to: fundraising. r±e 
thatikiheiliiiii all 	 • • 

71.10'.1.7044.04.04•01.M.0-$.00:1:1411#1#:: 

strengthening::of : the;:: Victorian:::: 

undertaken :at present 

Our best  : to  
Gui

. 	
. 	

• 	• ......... 	. 	
. 

• • • •...•  
......    

dead: warden 
ht.NatiOnal:Ttenst,: :  
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Silva type 3NL ... one of 
45 different models available 
in Australia. 

The real one 
gets you there 
...and back! 

The first SILVA compass was made in Sweden over 
50 years ago. Since then the name SILVA has become a trusted 
friend and a guide to millions of outdoors loving people 
throughout the world. 

SILVA compasses have achieved this trust by a real 
commitment to quality production using top class design and a 
scrupulous choice of materials. It's a 50 year long dedication to 
build compasses up to a standard, not down to a price. 

This meticulous precision and attention to perfection is 
your guarantee of a top quality, accurate and easy-to-use 
navigation aid you can safely rely on. 

Today, there may be cheaper imitations that look like 
SILVA, but real SILVA quality outsells all other compasses 
world wide and over 250,000 are in use in Australia alone. 
Because the real one gets you there ... and back! 

2111M CC 
ACC 

PA022,0 
Te2 UTE 

Available from guide shops throughout Australia. 
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Commissioner Flies 
to Camp With a Cow 

in New Zealand 
Papawai Jamboree was held 

in Morrinsville, a small dairy 
town on New Zealand's north-
ern island. It was opened by the 
Chief Commissioner for New 
Zealand, Judy Baird, who flew 
in by hot air balloon and was 
assisted by a cow, named 
Blossom, who had remarkably 
human looking legs!! 

Australia sent a contingent of 
12 from Tasmania, Victoria, 
Western Australia and South 
Australia, and were among 2500 
campers from the Cook Islands, 
Malaysia, Great Britain, and 
New Zealand. 

On-site activities included 
civil defence, rifle shooting, kite 
making, fun with ropes and 
many more. The evenings were 
filled with a disco, Guides Own, 
talent quest and subcamp 
activities. 

Thursday was visitors' day 
and the international partici-
pants put on a concert for all the 
visitors and other campers. The 
Australian contingent also 
manned a display in the inter-
national tent and taught visitors 
Australian handicrafts. 

As well as the on-site activi-
ties, everyone spent one night 
at an off-site activity. These 
included bush survival sleeping 
under plastic, an overnight 
tramp up and down a mountain 
with grass skiing at the top, pup-
petry, drama at a theatre, stay-
ing at a Maori Maral and 
learning their culture and cus-
toms and a satellite city, where 
campers could abseil or canoe. 

The jamboree closed ten days 
after it had begun, and the end 
was as unusual as the begin-
ning: the leader in charge, 
arrived in a bubble bath and all 
the campers formed a rainbow 
with coloured skirts. The lower-
ing of the flags marked the end 
of a wonderful camp, full of fun 
and friendship. 

Betty Pedley 
South Australia 



IT PAYS TO CHECK EARLY AND REGULARLY 
CANCER  CAN BE TREATED 

All of us know the dangers of cancer. 

Not all of us know that for some cancers there are very reliable and simple screening tests. 

If such cancers are detected early using these tests, there is a high cure rate. 

The two most effective screening tests apply to cancers that occur almost solely in women. 

1. 
CERVICAL CANCER - the cervix is the area at the top of 

the vagina which opens into the uterus 

THE PAP SMEAR - the Papanicolou (Pap) Smear is the test 

which detects changing cells in the cervix BEFORE they 

become cancerous 

THE FACTS : 
How is a Pap Smear Test done ? 
• a Pap Smear can be done by your own doctor, a women's specialist or at your local hospital 

• it is a simple test taking 1-2 minutes to perform - the doctor inserts an instrument called 

a speculum into the vagina to widen it so that the cervix is visible to the doctor. The 

speculum may look threatening to some women, but it is vital to the test and unlikely to cause 

discomfort - the doctor then takes a scraping of cells (one from the external part of the cervix 

and another from the inner canal - these cells are spread on a glass slide and sent to a 

pathologist to be examined under a microscope 
• if your doctor receives notice that your Pap Smear is abnormal, you will be asked to return 

for further examination. Abnormal smears can result from a number of causes such as 

infections or inflamation as well as being an early indication of possible cancer. A detailed 

examination will give a clear diagnosis and recommend treatment. Neglecting to treat even 

simple infections can cause more serious problems later. 

Who Should have Pap Smears ? 
All women from the time they become sexually active to about 65 years of age, but especially... 

• women who have had several sexual partners 
• women who have a regular sexual partner who has had several sexual partners 

• women who have the sexually transmitted Human Papilloma Virus (genital wart infection) 

or Genital Herpes 

It has been suggested that being on the Pill or beginning sexual activities at an early age may increase 

the risk of cervical cancer, but the increased risk is more likely to be attributed to women in these 

groups having multiple sexual partners. 

How Often Should You have a Pap Smear ? 
Once a year. 
If you are using an oral contraceptive, have your test when you go to the doctor to pick up your annual 

prescription. 
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2. 

BREAST CANCER 

SELF-EXAMINATION - an easily learned manipulation of each 
breast to find any lumps or swellings as early as possible - to be 
done at least once a month following your period as soon as you 
commence sexual activity - instruction pamphlets are available 
at doctor's surgery or from Health Dept or ask your doctor to show 
you how to do it 

EXAMINATION BY A DOCTOR OR HEALTH CARE WORKER 
- a similar manipulation to be done at least every three years up 
to the age of 40 and annually thereafter 

MAMMOGRAM - a specialised X-ray which should be started 
around the age of 40, done annually until the age of 50 and then 
every two years thereafter - each breast is pressed between two 
plastic plates - it is uncomfortable, but not normally painful 

THE FACTS • . 
Breast cancer is the most common type of cancer, affecting one in every sixteen women. It kills 2300 
women in Australia each year. 

It would seem that breast cancer occurs most in countries where people are well nourished, perhaps 
where diets are high in fat content. Good nourishment generally means girls menstruate earlier and 
reach menopause later in life. 

Which Women are Most 'At Risk' ? 
Those who have: 
• a family history of breast cancer 	 • 	never had children 
• never breast fed children 	 • 	a late menopause (after 50) 
• delayed childbearing (after 30) 	 • 	early onset of menstruation ( before 12) 
• obesity in older years 
In all the screening methods described above, it may be necessary to have more frequent examinations 
if you are in a high risk category. 

Why is Early Detection So Important ? 
All screening methods are looking for any lump or abnormality. If any is found during self-examination, 
it should be reported immediately to your doctor. In young women, lumps are most often benign or non-
cancerous, but they should  never be ignored. 

A mammogram can detect very small tumours and massings of cells before they become cancerous and 
can be felt as lumps. By the time a breast tumour is large enough to be felt, it may contain several billion 
cancer cells. 

If breast cancers are detected early enough - before they have begun to spread through the blood stream 
or lymph system to form growths in other vital organs such as the brain, bones or liver - then the 
chances of survival are much improved. Women treated for small local breast tumours have a 90% 
survival rate as compared to 60% for women who have not had early detection. 

How is Breast Cancer Treated ? 
• lumpectomy is the surgical removal of the lump and some surrounding tissue 
• mastectomy is the surgical removal of the entire breast - sometimes surgical breast 

reconstruction is done at the same time 
radiotherapy and chemotherapy may be used instead of, or as well as, surgery 
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Patrol leaders from Winthrop region making a camp clothes line. 

PLs training in the west 

This year was nominated by 
Western Australian guide section 
committee as a year to promote 
region based patrol leader 
trainings. Suggested session 
outlines were distributed to all the 
training co-ordinators of regions 
who showed an interest and book-
lets were prepared for patrol 
leaders who registered. Regions 
chose their own day for the train-
ing, but were encouraged to 
schedule it for early in the year. 

Winthrop region decided to com-
bine the patrol leader training day 
with a region Thinking Day func-
tion, so chose 21-22 February. As 
many of the girls had also asked 
for camp skills practise, it was con-
venient to schedule it for the Friday 
evening. 

The 18 girls arrived at 5 o'clock 
and immediately set to work pre-
paring the evening stew which was 
to be cooked in their previously 
constructed camp ovens. A public 
footpath winds through the 
grounds of the hall, and the pass-
ing public glanced sceptically at 
the ovens in the early stages, but, 
once the cooking aromas began to 
permeate the area, the glances 
were charged with more than a 
passing interest. 

Once dinner was on the way the 
girls spent a couple of hours prac-
tising tent and screening pitching, 
and, following a most delicious 
dinner, participated in a round 
robin of practical camping skills —
lantern maintenance, flagpole 
erection and flag ceremony and 
making camp gadgets. Finally, the 
evening being clear and bright, all 
walked to the nearby cemetery for 
an uninterrupted view of the con-
stellations in the night sky, before 
bedding down in the hall for the 
night. 

The next morning was an early 
start, with all members of the 
region family being invited for 
breakfast at 7.30. The brownie 
guide leaders were busy preparing 
juices, cereals, chopped fruit, 
fresh breads and teas and coffees. 
They were to be the hostesses to 
the trefoil guild members and  

parents, girls and their leaders 
who were arriving to share a picnic 
breakfast. After breakfast the 
Thinking Day ceremony was held 
with girls from each unit present-
ing greetings from member 
countries of WAGGGS and 
donations to the Thinking Day 
fund. A Guides' Own, organised 
and run by the patrol leaders 
launched members into Thinking 
Day 1992. 

The patrol leaders and their 
leaders then settled down to a day 
of exchanging ideas, sharing 
experiences and learning new 
skills. 

There are many different topics 
which could be included in a PL 
training day, but the ones chosen 
were PLs responsibilities, patrol 
finances, the patrol system and 
how it works, patrol time and patrol 
games and how to play them. 

As the girls varied in age and 
experience these were considered 
to be subjects which would be 
required knowledge for the 
younger girls and which would pro-
vide some new ideas while also 
being a useful refresher to the 
more experienced girls. 

Each session lasted about 30-45 
minutes which was long enough 
for their concentration span. They 
were presented in as practical a 
format as possible. The outlines as 
suggested by the guide section 
were not always strictly adhered 
to, but were often adjusted accord-
ing to individual needs. 

The participants rated the day 
highly. They had gained ideas and 
knowledge which would certainly 
be put into action in their patrols. 
They had made friendships with 
girls from other units in their area, 
and had experienced guiding out-
side their own units. They also had 
a material reminder of the day in 
the form of a strip badge for their 
camp blankets, and a booklet con-
taining the basics of each of the 
day's sessions, as well as other 
useful patrol ideas. 

However the PL's weren't the 
only ones to benefit from the day. 
The adult leaders found that the 
interaction with other leaders and 
contact with the girls gave them an 
extra boost and fresh impetus for 
their own work in their units. 

For a guaranteed revitalised 
region, division or district, a patrol 
leaders' training day is a sure-fire 
success. Try it. You'll agree. 

Noela Medcalf 
Western Australia 
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A special calling for Elizabeth 
One of our much loved mem-

bers, Elizabeth Couche, was 
recently ordained into the Anglican 
Church by Archbishop Carnley. 

Elizabeth has worn many hats in 
Western Australian guiding over 
many years including extensions 
adviser, division and region com-
missioner and member of state 
executive. 

While naturally delighted that her 
calling has finally come to fruition 
she is acutely aware of the pain 
many people are suffering as the 
church moves to change its 
traditions. 

She has no doubts about the 
rights of women to be priests, 
though she sees it not as a ques-
tion of equality of opportunity but 
simply because men and women 
are no different when God calls 
people to ministry. 

Elizabeth is buoyed by her 
unshakeable faith and the over-
whelming support she has had  

from her parish of St Matthews in 
Shenton Park where she has been 
a deacon for the past two years. 
Her husband Ray, a chemical 
engineer, is her single greatest 
helper while the greater anglican 
community has provided constant 
encouragement. 

She and Ray have been lay 
preachers in the church for 35 
years spending time in Perth, 
Malaysia (where they went as 
missionaries) and South Australia. 

She trained as a nurse and has a 
university degree in anthropology 
and theology. These disciplines 
have given Elizabeth considerable 
skills for her pastoral work but they 
are nothing compared to the spiri-
tual spark she carries within 
herself. 

We will go wherever God leads 
us, she said. 

We in guiding wish her well in her 
new and special calling. 

Rev Elizabeth Couche ordination of 
priests, St George's Cathedral, Perth. 

Looking Wider 	training with a difference 

I was somewhat apprehensive 
as I approached the first day of 
'Looking Wider' an extended 
advanced leadership training in 
Victoria, but the sense of challenge 
and intrigue edged me on. I can 
report that I survived the experi-
ence and have come away feeling 
more confident and motivated, 
with the desire to learn and experi-
ence all that guiding has to offer. 

The introductory day gave the 
seven trainees time to get to know 
one another and through a variety 
of activities gain an appreciation 
for each others skills and experi-
ence. As a group we were rep-
resentative of guiding as a whole, 
coming from different sections, 
some being commissioners and 
others with auxiliary roles within 
the Association. The mix inten-
tional or otherwise, was important 
because it ensured that through 
diversity we had so much to share 
and pass on to each other. This 

was made possible by the exper-
tise and guidance of the trainers 
who had a clear understanding of 
where we were going and how we 
were going to get there even if we 
didn't. 

The first day was a taste of 
things to come as the training 
extended over two full weekends. 
Unlike other trainings I have 
attended, much of the learning 
took place outside the training 
schedule. Working individually and 
in syndicates many hours were 
spent investigating, planning, cre-
ating, reading, exploring, writing 
and thinking. Every task had a pur-
pose and the results of time and 
energy spent were pleasing but, as 
was the case for all the training, it 
was the process that was import-
ant not the product. The training 
and the trainers were clearly 
focused on how people learn. 

From story telling to formal din-
ners, guiding properties to Friends 

of the World Centres, communi-
cation skills to tying a crown knot, 
teaching skills to problem solving, 
we did it all and with each new 
challenge we looked a little wider. 
It is pleasing that the program itself 
is also looking wider and has 
begun in the Northern Territory. 
Trainees from both states have 
been linked and it is hoped that this 
will further enhance the trainees 
opportunities to look wide while at 
the same time develop friendship 
and understanding. 

The Girl Guides Association can 
be very proud of its training pro-
gram and I consider myself most 
fortunate to have had the oppor-
tunity to experience an extended 
advanced leadership course. 
'Looking Wider' has opened many 
doors — all I have to do is walk 
through ... 

Susan Campbell 
Victoria 
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Are you an enabler? 

Recently I read a book which 

unexpectedly had a section deal-

ing with education in Scotland. The 

writer mentioned a school chaplain 

who was also a nature broad-

caster for the BBC. He used to 

take parties of pupils on tours of 

the countryside — sometimes for 

flights — so that they could see 

their town or village from a differ-

ent perspective. He awakened 

their interest in town planning and 

the betterment of the habitat. He 

endeavoured to open their minds 

so that they were more willing to 

accept the fact that there are dif-

ferent ways of doing things. 

On their rambles there was of 

course opportunity for discussions 

and informal talks. He found that 

what the pupils liked best about 

the outings was the lack of stress, 

that stress at home and school 

bothered them. Incidentally, the 

other day when talking to the for- 

mer president of a parents' and 

citizens' committee I learned that 

he had found the children's 

greatest problem was stress —

and that wasn't just yesterday. 

The writer called the chaplain 

'an enabler'. As I read I thought, 

'Isn't that what the adult leader is 

or should be?' 
Through the program, which 

includes the badge system, the 

adult leader has a great oppor-

tunity. Members of the unit should 

be made aware of what is available 

and even though a girl is the only 

one interested in a particular 

activity she should receive all 

possible encouragement and 

assistance. At all times the girl 

should progress at her own pace 

— no pressure, no stress. 

When the Queen's Guide was in 

the guide section it was sometimes 

said that it was not the girl but the 

mother who should receive the  

badge. Not long ago I learned that 

it is not unknown that instead of 

patrols doing their own cooking —

which to not a few is one of the 

most enjoyable aspects of camp-

ing — mothers take casseroles to 

camp! Even when the girls go into 

camp in the late afternoon they can 

still be self-sufficient. The Founder 

knew that the majority do not wish 

to be spoon-fed, that they like to 

achieve. They want to DO things 

and should be expected to make 

an effort. Perhaps at this point the 

following is apt and I quote: 

It's kind of like Noah and the ark. 

God said, 'Look, Noah, I'm going 

to deliver you from the wicked-

ness, but guess what, you're 
going to have to build an ark. 

BE AN ENABLER! 
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Every year the authorities urge 
parents to warn children of magpie 
attacks. Although attacks may be 
frightening, there are ways to pre-
vent them and even befriend the 
birds. 

We can all relate a story about 
someone who knew someone who 
had a friend who was attacked by a 
magpie. Country children are not 
alone in this; we city folk can also 
tell a tale against a poor old 
magpie. 

Throwing rocks and screaming 
at a swooping magpie is probably 
the least effective way to be rid of 
the cheeky bird, but each year 
between August and October 
when the breeding season is in full 
swing, all hell breaks loose in the 
suburbs. It becomes a battle of 
wits finding and avoiding the bird's 
territory and waving a branch 
around when passing the next is 
normal practice. 

Despite their fiercely protective 
instincts when breeding, Aus-
tralian magpies are colourful 
loquacious birds, invaluable 
because of the many garden and 
farm pests they eat. Their favourite 
food is the larvae of the scarab 
beetle which does great damage to 
our lawns. Their scavenging, 
therefore, reduces the need for 
pesticides. 

The social life of the bird is par-
ticularly interesting. They tend to 
form into main groups — tribes 
and flocks. Tribes consist of five to 
ten birds of both sexes and they 
control a territory of up to eight 
hectares. They consistently 
defend this area in which they find 
food and rear their young. Areas 
with tall trees or a permanent 
water supply are their usual 
choice. 

A flock is made up of young 
adults or older non-breeding birds, 
unable to form a tribe or find a terri-
tory. They live in areas unsuitable 
as a territory and move from place 
to place in search of food. Birds 
from a flock usually join a tribe only 
when a tribe member dies. 

Nesting habits are of vital inter- 

again! 

est to the unsuspecting public. The 
female selects a tall tree and builds 
a nest. She then incubates a clutch 
of up to six eggs. This takes about 
three weeks and the young 
nestlings are fed in the nest for 
another four weeks. 

During this period the magpie is 
most aggressive and sees people 
who enter its territory as invaders. 
They rely on intimidation — flying 
low and fast over the person and 
clacking their bills as they swoop 
— very effective! Bird authorities 
say these are just threats and if 
you can continue CONFIDENTLY 
on your way the bird will return to 
its tree. Occasionally a magpie will 
strike with its bill, but this is rare. 
The birds only attack during the 
short nesting season. 

It is important to teach children 
who may have to pass a 'territory' 
to adopt a confident stance or 
wave a branch, rather than retali-
ate with violence. 

In Western Australia, magpies 
are protected under the 'Wildlife 
Conservation Act' and nobody is 
allowed to take the law into their 
hands and destroy a bird. Taking 
or destroying birds may cause 
nestlings to starve or freeze and 
so result in the breakdown of the 
whole magpie tribe. 

Bev Lamotte 
Western Australia 

Girl Guide Biscuits in 
Woolies 

This year South Australia tried a 
new approach to biscuit selling. 
Woolworths was approached with 
the idea of selling Girl Guide bis-
cuits, in their stores, for one week. 
They were very keen to partici-
pate, so an Australian supplier was 
organised and a price negotiated. 
It was decided that all sales would 
be handled through the checkouts 
so the girls didn't have to worry 
about money. 

The biscuit week was scheduled 
to coincide with school holidays, 
so as many stores as possible 
could have girls in uniform handing 
out biscuit samples. This meant 
the week was a public relations 
exercise as well as a revenue 
raiser. 

I went as a parent to help a 
leader and some brownies at our 
local Woolworths. At our store, the 
brownies worked in pairs, one with 
a plate of sample biscuits and the 
other holding packets of biscuits to 
hand to potential purchasers. It 
was interesting to watch the 
brownies gain confidence as they 
interacted with the public, even 
coping with negative comments 
from a few customers. 

The brownies had a wonderful 
time and were keen to return each 
day. From a parent's point of view, 
I felt that the brownies gained from 
the experience and were great 
ambassadors for the Movement. 

It's magpie nesting time 
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Goondiwindi district, Queensland, took an air activities day 
seriously and went up in a Piper Saratoga owned by Sudholz Air 
Charter. Abby Marguard, Sarah Cleeton and Amanda Jenson after 
their flight. Photo: Dick Sudholz. 

Nightcliff, NT, gumnut guide Jamie Evans colouring in pictures for 
the Pacific School Games special badge. Photo: Sue Chilman. 

/ 
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Seen on '0' Day waiting. Held at Paxwold 
Western Australia, '0' Day celebrated the 
launch of the Paxwold Orienteering map. 

Four generations of guiding in Victoria: Karen Denadic, 1st Eltham; her daughter Hannah, 

held by Karen's grandmother Jean Thomson, Moorabbin East trefoil guild and Jacqueline 

Weekes, old uniforms booking secretary, secretary Wurunjerri trefoil guild and Karen's 

mother. 

Katie Carlson of Windsor Special School. Brownies, enjoying the 
beach picnic during Camp Nowra, Queensland. Photo: Lee 
Smith. 



MAKE MORE 
MONEY 
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